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Weather
Today: Mostly sunny
with a high in
the mid-30's.

Former councilman Robert
McGeein rejected by council.

BG men's basketball coach
Jim Larranaga defends team
graduation rates.
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Medical experts Marines attack gay, scorn Clinton
testify in Umbel
trial sentencing
The Associated Press

by J.J. Thompson
associate editor
Medical experts testified Monday convicted murderer John
Umbel suffered from mental illness and several brain abnormalities that could have affected
his ability to follow the law.
Defense testimony continued
the mitigation phase of the trial
for Umbel, who faces the death
penalty. The 36-year-old man was
convicted Jan. 14 by a threejudge panel for the aggravated
murder, kidnapping, rape and
felonious sexual penetration of
3-year-old Alex Leimgniber.
Test results for Umbel show
abnormalities in several areas of
his brain associated with memory, emotion, speech, perception,
external stimualtion, reasoning
and judgment. Neurologist Dr.
Gary Gerard said the results
pointed to organic brain damage
resulting from external head injuries when Umbel was a child.
Dr. Hy Kisen, a clinical psychologist who met Umbel in 1978
at the Toledo Health Center, testified Umbel was unable to function outside of a medical institution because he had been committed since he was a child.
"Prom year one Mr. Umbel has
had a history of abandonment
and neglect," Kisen said. "He has
been institutionalized his whole
life, which makes it difficult to
make attachments. John can and
will function well In an institution, but cannot function outside

"From year one Mr.
Umbel has had a history
of abandonment and
neglect. He has been
institutionalized his
whole life, which makes
it difficult to make
attachments. John can
and will function well in
an institution, but
cannot function outside
of them."
Dr. Hy Kisen, clinical
psychologist

of them."
Psychiatrist Philip J. Resnick
testified Umbel suffers from
chronic, undifferentiated schizophrenia and said his overall intellectual ablility is in the borderline retarded range.
Resnick said Umbel's case history shows he Is unable to conform to the law and cited problems reported by medical experts since he was a child, including low intellectual abilities and
sexual aggression.
Several IQ tests were given to
Umbel and Resnick said his
scores ranged from 67 to 78 from
1982 to 1988. A score of 70 is considered the cutoff for mental retardation.

WILMINGTON, N.C ~ Three Marines
were charged with assault after allegedly
dragging a homosexual man out of a gay bar
and beating him while shouting "Clinton
must pay," authorities said.
The Marines apparently were angry about
President Clinton's push to lift the ban on
gays in the military, police said.
White House press secretary Dee Dee
Myers today called the attack "deplorable"
but said it didn't support the argument of
military leaders who warned that lifting the
ban would lead to increased violence against
homosexuals.
"There have always been instances of bigotry against not only homosexuals but
against other racial and ethnic minorities,"

Myers said. "The president deplores it, but I
don't think that is a reason not to take a step
forward on a civil rights issue."
The victim, Crae Pridgen, was treated and
released from a hospital after the early Saturday attack outside the bar Mickey Ratz.
He said he suffered a fractured skull. Police
said visible injuries included facial bruises
and a missing front tooth.
"They're worried about allowing people
like us in the military," Pridgen said Sunday.
"But I'm concerned about people like this
who are supposed to be protecting me, my
civil rights and my country."
Pridgen was headed to Raleigh today to deliver a copy of the police report to Gov. Jim
Hunt's office and appeal for greater awareness about violence toward gays.
Police Sgt. MJ. Woods said her depart-

ment would tum the case over to the FBI for
investigation as a hate crime, adding that
there was no evidence the beating was provoked.
"They (the Marines) were most definitely
intoxicated," Woods said.
Local authorities could decide to turn over
the case to the military for possible courtmartial, said Capt. Cathy Close of the Camp
Lejeune public affairs office.
Wilmington Master Police Officer Ed Gibson, who was working the front desk when
the suspects were brought in, said today
they showed no remorse.
"They were saying things like they hate all
faggots and they wish they were all dead and
they're not ashamed of it," Gibson said, adding that those comments are part of the
police report.

What Do You See?

When he was 10 years old, Umbel was described as sexually
aggressive and by age 12, the
hospital in which he was staying
would not allow anyone to sleep
in the same room with him. Resnick said Umbel's sexual drive
was not stronger than anyone else's, but he lacked the inhibitions
to control them.
"He simply acts the way he
wants to for his own gratification
at the time," he said.
Resnick also testified Umbel
suffered from auditory hallucinations, paranoid delusions and
claimed he had seen Moses in
1982.
Wood County Prosecutor Alan
Mayberry questioned whether
Umbel was honest for the reports
and tests. Mayberry cited times
medical experts had determined
that he malingered, or had consciously faked or exaggerated Illness.
John McSweeny, a clinical
neuropsychologist from the Medical College of Ohio, said there
was evidence Umbel received a
head trauma at an early age as
well as problems with which he
was born.
"The areas of his brain, his
global hemispheres, are not
operating correctly," he said.
Umbel refused to testify for
this phase of the trial.
A motion by Mayberry to allow
a victim-impact report for the
aggravated murder charge was
denied by the panel.
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During play time, senior child and family community service
major Deana Glldone and five-year-old Kourtnlc Viola pictureread Kitty Whiskers In the Child Developmental Center Monday

afternoon. Glldone Is fulfilling her practicum requirement by
making lesson plans, observing the children's progress and leading group activities at the center.

Administration stalls Deficit reduction plans
Faculty Association wants delays to cease faCG l6Q.Sl3t.V6 CMt.CS
by Julia Tagllafarro
administration reporter
The University administration is remaining as
objective as possible on the issue of collective bargaining in order to avoid confrontation with either
of the groups involved.
The BGSU Faculty Association, in favor of collective bargaining, issued a newsletter last week
claiming the administration is purposely trying to
delay the process of unionization by disagreeing on
the definition of a collective bargaining unit.
According to Lester Barber, executive assistant
to University President Paul Olscamp, the administration is declining to comment on the views of
the BGSU-FA because it is trying to work with the
process defined by the law of Ohio and the State
Employment Relations Board.
In addition. Barber said the administration
wants to prevent any tension with either the
BGSU-FA or its opposing group, the Advocates for

'

Academic Independence.
"The administration wants to make sure the process leading up to the election is nonconfrontational, in which we maintain an objective point of
view," Barber said.
Although Barber declined to comment on the
statements made by the BGSU-FA, as the administration's legal liaison, he said the administration
has been careful to follow SERB'S guidelines by
seeking the advice of legal counsel.
Barber said State Attorney General Lee Fisher's
office appointed a special counsel last summer to
advise the University administration about the collective bargaining issues. According to the BGSUFA newsletter, the administration is using lawyers
"to thwart the will of the faculty to have an election and settle the issue of collective bargaining."
In order for the BGSU-FA to have the election,
Barber said the group had to describe their definlSee Bargaining, page faur.

by H. Josef Hebert
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON - Deficitreduction proposals being discussed by the Clinton administration are finding plenty of congressional critics but few proponents. One House leader suggested today that even modest
savings in Social Security would
be difficult.
The Senate's chief tax writer,
Daniel Patrick Moynlhan,
D-N.Y., said Sunday that freezing
Social Security benefits would be
"a death wish" that should be
quickly discarded.
House Republican Leader Bob

Michel, asked today about such a
freeze on annual cost-of-living
increases, said: "It's going to be a
tough one to deal with"
"We had budget considerations
on that in the past," Michel said
on "Fox Morning News" recalling past efforts to tamper with
Social Security and the ensuing
public outcry. "We attempted to
have the COLA slip for a year
when we started out, then we
suggested maybe six months,
even three months ... and we
couldn't get that adopted."
But Senate Republican leader
Bob Dole of Kansas said Sunday
he preferred reducing the costof-living increase for Social Security recipients by a percentage

point or two rather than boosting
taxes on those benefits.

"We attempted to have
the COLA slip for a year
when we started out,
then we suggested
maybe six months, even
three months... and we
couldn't get that
adopted."
Bob Michel, House
Republican leader
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University must
open talk
It should never have gotten so far.
The controversy surrounding the formation
of a new escort service on campus may well have
been avoided if better communication was initiated
by members of the University administration.
The "Just for You" escort service, created specifically but not exclusively for black women on campus, was viewed by the office of student activities as
discriminatory and duplicative - both which are violations of the Student Code.
No words were exchanged between the Board of
Black Cultural Activities and the Black Student
Union and Gregg DeCrane, the assistant vice president of student activities, before any decisions were
made about its fate.
The question "why" was never asked and an answer was therefore never given. The first communication ~ excluding phone tag messages — was a
memo which said the service must stop or else.
DeCrane, instead of setting up a meeting to discuss
this issue, opted to send a memo to the BBCA declaring their new service as discriminatory and demanded they cease operation.
When a meeting was finally scheduled, it was not
by the initiative of DeCrane or a member of the student activities office but was initiated by the BSU
and the BBCA.
By comparison, the two student organizations acted in a mature and responsible way while the administration just didn't act at all.
The office of student activities was set up to serve
the students - we are the backbone of this University
in case anyone has forgotten - and instead of doing
this in a responsible manner, they chose to stamp
their disapproval on an office memo.
True, DeCrane said he tried to call the office of the
BBCA, but two calls is just not adequate enough for
something like this which is backed by elected student officials of four important campus organizations.
The point is, the whole meeting could have been
avoided if both parties could have tried to set up a
private meeting to discuss WHY DeCrane said the
service is discriminatory and WHY the BSU and the
BBCA said it isn't.
The lack of communication is not the fault of the
BSU or the BBCA; it is the fault of those individuals
who run the University, but never stop to explain
why and how things are run.
Next time, hopefully, they'll think twice before
they mail off that first memo.
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Accidents no reason to sue
The Ottawa County Humane Society has
been busy (as are most humane societies)
finding good homes for stray dogs. In one
recent case, however, they acted too quickly.
There is a law In this Ohio county that
animals must remain In custody of the Society for at least 48 hours before they are given away. This allows time for owners (if they
exist) to claim their muts.
A family from Pennsylvania was visiting
Lake Erie when their dog disappeared. They
headed home without their pet, which was
taken to the Humane Society. After one day,
a man approached the Humane Society and
desperately wanted to take Spot home to his
wife and kids.
Thinking they were doing the humane
thing, the society allowed Spot to leave with
Mr. Jones. Now Mrs. Smith from Pennsylvania is suing Ottawa County for $400.
Getting her dog back is not enough She
wants money for the gas used to travel to
and from Ohio twice In one week. Also stated
in her suit is the need for some cash to make
up for the emotional trauma caused to Spot
and to her family. Why couldn't she be happy
just to have her damn dog back?
Suits like the one described above are
occurring more and more frequentiy across
the country. Americans appear to have a belief that they deserve money for every little
thing that goes wrong in their lives. It is always somebody else's fault and that some-

MIKE SEARS

body better be ready to pay.
One wonders how Mrs. Smith lost her dog
in the first place. Maybe she should have to
pay the Humane Society for taking good
care of Spot for a couple days. Oh, I forgot Ohio's taxpayers already have that covered.
The wave of sue-happy thinking can even
be found right here in Bowling Green. One of
the sororities (it shall remain nameless) was
painting the rock last semester, and they
spilled paint on the sidewalk. Shortly after
the singing women left the area, one of the
University's many alert students (we'll call
him Joe College) was walking toward Kreischer. Joe slipped and fell to the ground, spilling paint on both his shorts and his Tommy
Hilfager jacket.

Joe took the clothes to the dry cleaner, but
they didn't come clean. He took his receipt to
the sorority, and he threatened to sue unless
he was given a new coat and shorts. The organization is still waiting for word from Joe
College's lawyer, as they haven't given in to
his demands.
There's more to this story, though It
seems Mr. College tracked paint Into Krelscher after his fall. Krelscher took It upon
themselves to bUl the group painting the
rock for the carpet cleaning. (See! The University always gets its money.) The Student
Code for next year should encourage anyone
painting the rock to post "wet paint" signs
within a 50 yard radius. Consideration
should even be given to building a fence
around the rock.
If you happen to fall on campus due to Ice,
salt, cracks in the sidewalk or other dangerous substances, remember Joe College, and
don't even think of suing. There are things
that happen that aren't deserving of suits
which waste time and money.
The best word we have for these events is
ACCIDENT. Accidents are not necessarily
anyone's fault, and sometimes they are
caused by more than one party. People like
Mrs. Smith and Joe College need to remember to take responsibility for their own
actions.
In fact, we could all benefit from taking
more responslbilty for our actions.

Injury, expense Umbel is pitiless
reason for rule
To the Editor.
This Is In response to your Jan.
20 sports editorial. I am graduating in May and I have never felt
the need to write In to The News.
Yet, after reading your piece of
"literary" work, I felt the need to
write to you.
I am a center manager at the
Student Rec Center. This is my
fourth year at the facility. The
"absurd" sign, as you refer to it,
has been there above the rim
from the beginning of Rec Center
time. The rule has been In our
"rules and regulations" and has
been enforced since the hoops
were in place. Now, you ask the
question, "Why?"
Well, it Is elementary, my dear
Watson! The reasons are numerous, but I will give you two
main reasons why we at the Rec
enforce the NO DUNKING rule.
The first is safety. Just because you "no-defense, nodribbling, brick-laying, runninggame playing type of basketball
player" cannot attain the finesse
acquired not to dunk, should the
rest of us have to pay for your
uncoordlnatedness when you fall
to your Injury and halt the progression of the game.

Obviously, you have not attained the proper style of the
dunk or you would be playing college level! Others who enjoy the
game of basketball would like to
be able to succeed at the game
without some showboat in their
way. If the supreme dunk is what
you want, wait until spring and
take it outside.
The second reason is the cost.
The rims are not break-away. If
you would like to continue playing basketball, then don't dunk. If
you break off one of the rims, it
is quite an expensive endeavor.
And guess who pays ... the students! That's right! It will come
out of our pockets!
I apologize from the bottom of
my heart that you are a washedup high school star, but that is
something that Is out of our
hands here at the Rec Center. It
is not our fault you were not able
to go on with your basketball career.
Maybe you should have spent
more time practicing Instead of
staring at men's butts and being
an expert on men's fashions.
Tiffany A Mood I llo

Senior
Elementary Education

«

To the Editor
I am writing In response to
the article "Umble Defense
Seeks Mercy" which appeared in your Jan. 19, 1993
publication. Although I was
not misquoted, I feel my testimony should not have been
Included In the article which
was captioned "Mercy."
I am in no way trying to defend the actions of John Umbel; furthermore, I am In no
way seeking to persuade the
court or this community Into
offering any form of pity or
leniency toward him.
I resent the fact that he and
I have some of the same blood
flowing in our veins. The
crimes he has committed are
both heinous and morbid. In
fact, these things may never
have occurred (a beautiful
young li.'e might have been
spared) if the proper authorities had maintained Umbel's supervision.
It 'sas not been a hidden
fac; that Umbel has been
known to have some problems. Umbel, unfortunately,
Is a social misfit, an outcast
who has always been given
the "brush-off." I feel a great
deal of sympathy for the

Lelmgruber family. Being a
father of young children myself, I could not remain in the
shadows
He does not belong In society and I pray that others like
him will be caught long before something this terrible
should ever happen to another child.
And in the event that Umbel
should go to the electric
chair, I feel that justice would
only prevail If he were to be
seated on his mother's lap at
the time of executuion ... before and during the throwing
of the switch
I hope that after the printing of this letter, my feelings
and the reason I volunteered
to testify can be better clarified and understood. I certainly do not seek forgiveness
for John Umbel. Whatever
happens at this point is entirely up to the court to decide. Hypothetically, if I were
chosen to throw the switch,
SO BE IT ... I would uphold
the law and do my duty.
In any case, I never wish to
see Umbel again, especially
in our free » .clety.
Ricky Nelson Blxler
Bowling Green

February 2,1993
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Fast returns made easy U.S.
with new form, advice hides
GUEST
actual
COLUMN
plans
If the 4.9 million Ohio's personal Income tax retains projected to be filed this year were
laid out end to end, they would
stretch for more than 850 miles.
The Department of Taxation will
use technology and other resources to process this barrage of
documents more accurately and
efficiently than at any other time
in the Department's history.
As a result, we will be better
able to provide the quality service taxpayers deserve from
Ohio government. Governor
George Voinovich, myself, my
staff and interested taxpayers
have worked together to make
filing, getting refunds and getting answers to tax questions faster and faster in 1993.
Filing will be easier for an estimated 1.1 million taxpayers. A
new IT1040-EZ form is available
this year. It only has seven lines
and cuts preparation time in half.
To use this new form, a taxpayer
must be single, under 65 - with
no dependents - and have an income under $50,000. This new return will cut the Department's
costs by $250,000 this year.
Taxpayers can get their refunds faster if they file before
April 1. Avoiding the April rush
can cut refund processing time
by up to four weeks.
Tax questions can now be answered faster and more accurately. More phone lines have
been added to better serve taxpayers. Operators can quickly
answer questions by pulling tax
information up via computer. To
better protect taxpayers' inter-
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Roger W. Tracy

ests, data entry of return information is now double-checked by
computer.
Here are a few things taxpayers can do to protect their
own interests and insure speedy
processing.
Seven Ways to Help Taxpayers
Get the Most Out of Their Tax
Dollars
1. Know the rules
Rules for filing Ohio personal
income taxes are outlined in the
instruction booklet that accompanies each form. Protect yourself by knowing what is expected
of you as a taxpayer. Remember
that with a few exceptions, a taxpayer must file a return even if
no taxes are owned at all or a refund is expected.
2. Use the correct form
You now have a choice of a
long, IT1040 form or a short
IT1040-EZ form. If you qualify to
use the EZ form, you may save a
lot of time (and make fewer mistakes).
3. Take credit where credit Is
due
Check to see if you are eligible
to take any of the following credits: child and dependent care,
Joint filing, senior citizen, re-
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tirement income, lump sum retirement income, lump sum distribution, business and nonresident/part-year resident.
4. Check, re-check and check
again
Check the Social Security
number and name. Make sure the
amount of income listed on the
first line matches your federal
return income reported on line 31
of the federal form 1040, or
1040A line 16, or 1040EZ line 3 or
1040-TEL. Double check your
calculations. Errors in these
items cause the most problems.
5. Sign it
Your return is not valid if it is
not signed. Remember, if you are
married and file a Joint return,
each of you must sign the return,
regardless of whether or not
your spouse has any income.
6. Get it in before April 1 for a
faster refund
File by April 1 to get your refund in four to six weeks. Afer
April 1, it takes eight to 10 weeks.
The deadline to file income tax
returns is April 15.
7. Call toll free
You can call toll free at the following numbers within Ohio.
Request forms: 1-800-282-1782.
Questions: 1-800-282-1780.
Refunds: 1-800-282-1874.
For any help with your calculations, visit the Ohio Department
of Taxation office nearest you.
Roger W. Tracy became me
Ohio Tax Commissioner in 1991.
Her formerly served as Franklin
County Commissioner, Franklin
County and Member of the Ohio
House of Representatives.
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COLUMN
Dr. Manning Marable
Rarely in the Twentieth Century has an American military
invasion into a Third World
country been so "popular" inside the U.S. than the recent
intervention into Somalia.
The basic issues seemed
simplistically clear to most
Americans. Thousands of Africans were dying of starvation
each day. The Somali government was in chaos, unable to
check the terroristic assaults
of local warlords. African nations seemed paralyzed by
their own problems and
favored U.S. and U.N. intervention.
As American troops landed
at Mogadishu, politicians
praised "lame duck" President
George Bush's decision. Presidet Clinton expressed his
support. Clergy claimed that
American military were working In the "service of God" because their mission was designed specifically to save
lives and to foster humanitarian service. By the beginning of 1993, 17,500 American
troops were stationed throughout Somalia.
No one doubts that the situation in Somalia just before
American troops arrived was
extremely desperate.
Throughout 1992, about 30,000
people were estimated to have

died in Mogadishu alone from
gunshot wounds or shelling.
Throughout the country, about
300,000 Somalls, primarily
women and children, starved to
death
However, neither Bush, Clinton nor the media point out that
massive starvation and violence also exists in other parts
of Africa, equal to the Somalia
crisis. In nearby southern Sudan and in Mozambique, according to the World Food Program, the humanitarian
"emergencies are on par with
Somalia." Why focus on Somalia rather than these other
countries?
For more than a decade, the
United States pumped millions
of dollars into the corrupt dictatorship of Somali leader Siad
Barre. While thousands starved in the countryside and domestic dissidents were murdered, the Americans did virtually nothing.
The reason? Somali's geopolitical location on the Indian
Ocean gave U.S. military planners an excellent base for possible intervention into Iran,
Iraq and other Middle East
countries. Americans were
given to the air force base at
the Somali city of Berbera.
There were also growing economic considerations for both
Americans and Europeans. According to the Washington
Post, there is considerable
"speculation that Somalia sits
atop large oil reserves."
Even before the fall of Siad
Barre's regime, major oil corporations were signing contracts to carry out extensive
explorations. The presence of
U.S. troops would lead to domestic stability, one could
reason, thus permitting oil
companies to pursue their potential profits.
The American public was
told that their sons and daughters in the military would be
stationed in the Horn of Africa
for only several weeks and
would be withdrawn before
Clinton assumed the presidency. But by the middle of

January, "Operation Restore
Hope" seemed to be taking on
the character of a permanent
occupation of hostile territory.
Relief workers in the countryside began reporting increased
incidents of sniper attacks.
One unnamed U.S. diplomat
told reporters that as many as
"10,000 U.S. soldiers might
have to stay in Somalia for as
long as two years."
There were other alternatives to an American military
invasion, even if one accepts
the "humanitarian" reasons
given for the decision. The U.S.
government could have donated the same funds to the
United Nations to create a humanitarian force which was
not dominated by Americans.
The American invasion of
Somalia was designed not primarily to save Blacks' lives but
to serve as an illustration of
U.S. military power in the postCold War era The "New World
Order" is based on the idea of
one world superpower, the
United States, which serves as
the world's police force.
The invasion of Panama, the
bombing of Iraq and the intervention into Somalia during the
Bush administration, are all illustrations of American power
over Third World nations.
To end violence and famine
in Somalia, we should call for
an American troop withdrawal.
How do we take away the guns
from the Somali paramilitary
forces?
Why not a voluntary, Somalidirected program of exchange,
in which guns could be returned for employment or participation in development programs, such as building
schools or clinics.
American funds could be
used to finance such a program
of economic and social reconstruction. No one's interests
are served by a long-term U.S.
presence in Somalia
Dr. Manning Marable works
for the Center of Ethnic Studies
for the University of Colorado.
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University must
open talk lines
It should never have gotten so far.
The controversy surrounding the formation
of a new escort service on campus may well have
been avoided if better communication was initiated
by members of the University administration.
The "Just for You" escort service, created specifically but not exclusively for black women on campus, was viewed by the office of student activities as
discriminatory and duplicative - both which are violations of the Student Code.
No words were exchanged between the Board of
Black Cultural Activities and the Black Student
Union and Gregg DeCrane, the assistant vice president of student activities, before any decisions were
made about its fate.
The question "why" was never asked and an answer was therefore never given. The first communication - excluding phone tag messages - was a
memo which said the service must stop or else.
DeCrane, instead of setting up a meeting to discuss
this issue, opted to send a memo to the BBCA declaring their new service as discriminatory and demanded they cease operation.
When a meeting was finally scheduled, it was not
by the initiative of DeCrane or a member of the student activities office but was initiated by the BSU
and the BBCA.
By comparison, the two student organizations acted in a mature and responsible way while the administration just didn't act at all.
The office of student activities was set up to serve
the students - we are the backbone of this University
in case anyone has forgotten - and instead of doing
this in a responsible manner, they chose to stamp
their disapproval on an office memo.
True, DeCrane said he tried to call the office of the
BBCA, but two calls is just not adequate enough for
something like this which is backed by elected student officials of four important campus organizations.
The point is, the whole meeting could have been
avoided if both parties could have tried to set up a
private meeting to discuss WHY DeCrane said the
service is discriminatory and WHY the BSU and the
BBCA said it isn't.
The lack of communication is not the fault of the
BSU or the BBCA; it is the fault of those individuals
who run the University, but never stop to explain
why and how things are run.
Next time, hopefully, they'll think twice before
they mail off that first memo.
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Accidents no reason to sue
The Ottawa County Humane Society has
been busy (as are most humane societies)
finding good homes for stray dogs. In one
recent case, however, they acted too quickly.
There is a law In this Ohio county that
animals must remain In custody of the Society for at least 48 hours before they are given away. This allows time for owners (if they
exist) to claim their muts.
A family from Pennsylvania was visiting
Lake Erie when their dog disappeared. They
headed home without their pet, which was
taken to the Humane Society. After one day,
a man approached the Humane Society and
desperately wanted to take Spot home to his
wife and kids.
Thinking they were doing the humane
thing, the society allowed Spot to leave with
Mr. Jones. Now Mrs. Smith from Pennsylvania is suing Ottawa County for $400.
Getting her dog back is not enough. She
wants money for the gas used to travel to
and from Ohio twice in one week. Also stated
in her suit is the need for some cash to make
up for the emotional trauma caused to Spot
and to her family. Why couldn't she be happy
just to have her damn dog back?
Suits like the one described above are
occurring more and more frequently across
the country. Americans appear to have a belief that they deserve money for every little
thing that goes wrong in their lives. It is always somebody else's fault and that some-

MIKE SEARS

JILL
body better be ready to pay.
One wonders how Mrs. Smith lost her dog
in the first place. Maybe she should have to
pay the Humane Society for taking good
care of Spot for a couple days. Oh, I forgot -Ohio's taxpayers already have that covered.
The wave of sue-happy thinking can even
be found right here in Bowling Green. One of
the sororities (it shall remain nameless) was
painting the rock last semester, and they
spilled paint on the sidewalk. Shortly after
the singing women left the area, one of the
University's many alert students (we'll call
him Joe College) was walking toward Kreischer. Joe slipped and fell to the ground, spilling paint on both his shorts and his Tommy
Hilfager jacket.

Joe took the clothes to the dry cleaner, but
they didn't come clean. He took his receipt to
the sorority, and he threatened to sue unless
he was given a new coat and shorts. The organization is still waiting for word from Joe
College's lawyer, as they haven't given in to
his demands.
There's more to this story, though. It
seems Mr. College tracked paint into Kreischer after his fall. Kreischer took It upon
themselves to bill the group painting the
rock for the carpet cleaning. (See! The University always gets its money.) The Student
Code for next year should encourage anyone
painting the rock to post "wet paint" signs
within a 50 yard radius. Consideration
should even be given to building a fence
around the rock.
If you happen to fall on campus due to Ice,
salt, cracks in the sidewalk or other dangerous substances, remember Joe College, and
don't even think of suing. There are things
that happen that aren't deserving of suits
which waste time and money.
The best word we have for these events is
ACCIDENT. Accidents are not necessarily
anyone's fault, and sometimes they are
caused by more than one party. People like
Mrs. Smith and Joe College need to remember to take responsibility for Uveir own
actions.
In fact, we could all benefit from taking
more responslblity for our actions.

Injury, expense Umbel is pitiless
reason for rule
To the Editor

The BG News, founded in 1920, is published daily
during the academic year and Wednesdays during the
summer session.
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Signed letters or columns express the beliefs of
the individual and in no way represent the opinions
of The News.
All readers are encouraged to express their
opinions through letters to the editor and guest
columns.
hould be 200-300 words, r?ped,
s telephone number and address,
.tion, major, and home'

To the Editor:
This is in response to your Jan.
20 sports editorial. I am graduating In May and I have never felt
the need to write In to The News.
Yet, after reading your piece of
"literary" work, I felt the need to
write to you.
I am a center manager at the
Student Rec Center. This is my
fourth year at the facility. The
"absurd" sign, as you refer to it,
has been there above the rim
from the beginning of Rec Center
time. The rule has been in our
"rules and regulations" and has
been enforced since the hoops
were in place. Now, you ask the
question, "Why?"
Well, it is elementary, my dear
Watson! The reasons are numerous, but I will give you two
main reasons why we at the Rec
enforce the NO DUNKING rule.
The first Is safety. Just because you "no-defense, nodribbling, brick-laying, runninggame playing type of basketball
player" cannot attain the finesse
acquired not to dunk, should the
rest of us have to pay for your
uncoordinatedhess when you fall
to your injury and halt the progression of the game.

Obviously, you have not attained the proper style of the
dunk or you would be playing college level! Others who enjoy the
game of basketball would like to
be able to succeed at the game
without some showboat in their
way. If the supreme dunk is what
you want, wait until spring and
take it outside.
The second reason is the cost.
The rims are not break-away. If
you would like to continue playing basketball, then don't dunk. If
you break off one of the rims, it
is quite an expensive endeavor.
And guess who pays ... the students! That's right! It will come
out of our pockets!
I apologize from the bottom of
my heart that you are a washedup high school star, but that Is
something that is out of our
hands here at the Rec Center. It
is not our fault you were not able
to go on with your basketball career.
Maybe you should have spent
more time practicing Instead of
staring at men's butts and being
an expert on men's fashions.
Tiffany A Mondlllo
Senior
Elementary Education

t

I am writing In response to
the article "Umble Defense
Seeks Mercy" which appeared in your Jan. 19, 1993
publication. Although I was
not misquoted, I feel my testimony should not have been
included in the article which
was captloned "Mercy."
I am in no way trying to defend the actions of John Umbel; furthermore, I am In no
way seeking to persuade the
court or this community into
offering any form of pity or
leniency toward him.
I resent the fact that he and
I have some of the same blood
flowing In our veins. The
crimes he has committed are
both heinous and morbid. In
fact, these things may never
have occurred (a beautiful
young life might have been
spared) If the proper authorities had maintained Umbel's supervision.
It has not been a hidden
fact that Umbel has been
known to have some problems. Umbel, unfortunately.
Is a social misfit, an outcast
who has always been given
the "brush-off." I feel a great
deal of sympathy for the

Leimgruber family. Being a
father of young children myself, I could not remain in the
shadows
He does not belong In society and I pray that others like
him will be caught long before something this terrible
should ever happen to another child.
And in the event that Umbel
should go to the electric
chair, I feel that justice would
only prevail if he were to be
seated on his mother's lap at
the time of executulon ... before and during the throwing
of the switch.
I hope that after the printing of this letter, my feelings
and the reason I volunteered
to testify can be better clarified and understood. I certainly do not seek forgiveness
for John Umbel. Whatever
happens at this point Is entirely up to the court to decide. Hypotnet ically, if I were
chosen to throw the switch,
SO BE IT ... I would uphold
the law and do my duty.
In any case, I never wish to
see Umbel again, especially
In our free society.
Ricky Nelson Blxler
Bowling Green
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Fast returns made easy U.S.
with new form, advice hides
GUEST
actual
COLUMN
plans
If the 4.9 million Ohio's personal income tax ret runs projected to be filed this year were
laid out end to end, they would
stretch for more than 850 miles.
The Department of Taxation will
use technology and other resources to process this barrage of
documents more accurately and
efficiently than at any other time
in the Department's history.
As a result, we will be better
able to provide the quality service taxpayers deserve from
Ohio government. Governor
George Voinovich, myself, my
staff and interested taxpayers
have worked together to make
filing, getting refunds and getting answers to tax questions faster and faster in 1993.
Filing will be easier for an estimated 1.1 million taxpayers. A
new IT1040-EZ form is available
this year. It only has seven lines
and cuts preparation time in half.
To use this new form, a taxpayer
must be single, under 65 - with
no dependents - and have an income under $50,000. This new return will cut the Department's
costs by $250,000 this year.
Taxpayers can get their refunds faster if they file before
April 1. Avoiding the April rush
can cut refund processing time
by up to four weeks.
Tax questions can now be answered faster and more accurately. More phone lines have
been added to better serve taxpayers. Operators can quickly
answer questions by pulling tax
information up via computer. To
better protect taxpayers' inter-

tirement income, lump sum retirement Income, lump sum distribution, business and nonresident/part-year resident.
4. Check, re-check and check
again
Check the Social Security
number and name. Make sure the
Roger W. Tracy
amount of income listed on the
first line matches your federal
return Income reported on line 31
ests, data entry of return infor- of the federal form 1040, or
mation is now double-checked by 1040A line 16, or 1040EZ line 3 or
1040-TEL. Double check your
computer.
Here are a few things tax- calculations. Errors in these
payers can do to protect their items cause the most problems.
own interests and insure speedy
5. Sign it
Your return Is not valid If it is
processing.
Seven Ways to Help Taxpayers not signed. Remember, if you are
Get the Most Out of Their Tax married and file a joint return,
Dollars
each of you must sign the return,
regardless of whether or not
1. Know the rules
Rules for filing Ohio personal your spouse has any income.
6. Get It in before April 1 for a
income taxes are outlined in the
instruction booklet that accom- faster refund
File by April 1 to get your repanies each form. Protect yourself by knowing what is expected fund In four to six weeks. Afer
of you as a taxpayer. Remember April 1, it takes eight to 10 weeks.
that with a few exceptions, a tax- The deadline to file Income tax
payer must file a return even if returns is April 15.
7. Call toll free
no taxes are owned at all or a reYou can call toll free at the folfund is expected.
lowing numbers within Ohio.
2. Use the correct form
Request forms: 1-800-282-1782.
You now have a choice of a
Questions: 1-800-282-1780.
long, IT1040 form or a short
Refunds: 1-800-282-1874.
IT1040-EZ form. If you qualify to
For any help with your calculause the EZ form, you may save a
lot of time (and make fewer mis- tions, visit the Ohio Department
of Taxation office nearest you.
takes).
Roger W. Tracy became the
3. Take credit where credit Is
Ohio Tax Commissioner in 1991.
due
Check to see if you are eligible Her formerly served as Franklin
to take any of the following cred- County Commissioner, Franklin
its: child and dependent care, County and Member of the Ohio
joint filing, senior citizen, re- House of Representatives.
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died in Mogadishu alone from
gunshot wounds or shelling.
Throughout the country, about
300,000 Somalls, primarily
women and children, starved to
death.
However, neither Bush, Clinton nor the media point out that
massive starvation and violence also exists In other parts
of Africa, equal to the Somalia
crisis. In nearby southern Sudan and in Mozambique, according to the World Food Program, the humanitarian
"emergencies are on par with
Somalia." Why focus on Somalia rather than these other
countries?

GUEST
COLUMN

For more than a decade, the
United States pumped millions
of dollars into the corrupt dictatorship of Somali leader Siad
Barre. While thousands starved in the countryside and domestic dissidents were murdered, the Americans did virtually nothing.

Dr. Manning Marable
Rarely in the Twentieth Century has an American military
invasion Into a Third World
country been so "popular" Inside the U.S. than the recent
intervention into Somalia.
The basic Issues seemed
simplistically clear to most
Americans. Thousands of Africans were dying of starvation
each day. The Somali government was In chaos, unable to
check the terroristic assaults
of local warlords. African nations seemed paralyzed by
their own problems and
favored U.S. and U.N. Intervention.
As American troops landed
at Mogadishu, politicians
praised "lame duck" President
George Bush's decision. Presidet Clinton expressed his
support. Clergy claimed that
American military were working in the "service of God" because their mission was designed specifically to save
lives and to foster humanitarian service. By the beginning of 1993, 17,500 American
troops were stationed throughout Somalia.
No one doubts that the situation in Somalia Just before
American troops arrived was
extremely desperate.
Throughout 1992, about 30,000
people were estimated to have

The reason? Somali's geopolitical location on the Indian
Ocean gave U.S. military planners an excr" BCt base for possible intervention into Iran,
Iraq and other Middle East
countries. Americans were
given to the air force base at
the Somali city of Berbera
There were also growing economic considerations for both
Americans and Europeans. According to the Washington
Post, there is considerable
"speculation that Somalia sits
atop large oil reserves."
Even before the fall of Siad
Barre's regime, major oil corporations were signing contracts to carry out extensive
explorations. The presence of
U.S. troops would lead to domestic stability, one could
reason, thus permitting oil
companies to pursue their potential profits.
The American public was
told that their sons and daughters in the military would be
stationed In the Horn of Africa
for only several weeks and
would be withdrawn before
Clinton assumed the presidency. But by the middle of

January, "Operation Restore
Hope" seemed to be taking on
the character of a permanent
occupation of hostile territory.
Relief workers in the countryside began reporting Increased
incidents of sniper attacks.
One unnamed U.S. diplomat
told reporters that as many as
"10,000 U.S. soldiers might
have to stay in Somalia for as
long as two years."
There were other alternatives to an American military
invasion, even if one accepts
the "humanitarian" reasons
given for the decision. The U.S.
government could have donated the same funds to the
United Nations to create a humanitarian force which was
not dominated by Americans.
The American invasion of
Somalia was designed not primarily to save Blacks' lives but
to serve as an illustration of
U.S. military power in the postCold War era The "New World
Order" is based on the idea of
one world superpower, the
United States, which serves as
the world's police force.
The invasion of Panama, the
bombing of Iraq and the intervention into Somalia during the
Bush administration, ar - all illustrations of America] power
over Third World nations.
To end violence and famine
in Somalia, we should call for
an American troop withdrawal.
How do we take away the guns
from the Somali paramilitary
forces?
Why not a voluntary, Somalidirected program of exchange,
in which guns could be returned for employment or participation in development programs, such as building
schools or clinics.
American funds could be
used to finance such a program
of economic and social reconstruction. No one's Interests
are served by a long-term U.S.
presence in Somalia
Dr. Manning Marable works
for the Center of Ethnic Studies
for the University of Colorado.

HOME HOOPS TOMORROW vs. CENTRAL... LAST CHANCE TO WIN A TRIP TO FLORIDA!
Come sign - up for the Falcon Florida Flyaway . . . Drawing held at Men's Halftime!

LEASING FOR
SUMMER
AND FALL 1993
* 1,2,3 Bedroom
Apartments
* Efficiencies
* Town houses

353-5800

Management Inc.

College Station
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"the best in male entertainment"

SKIN DEEP
LET YOUR FANTASY BECOME A REALITY
A Show you won't forget
WED, February 3.
7:00 - 10:00pm
For further info. 352-1223

Tickets in advance $3.00
Tickets at the door $4.00

WINGS WEEK SPECIAL!
This week, with the purchase of any
Pisanello's pizza or sub, breadsticks
or any other item that totals $2.00
you can get

5 WINGS FOR $1.00
MILD • HOT • BBQ

$1.00 OFF TICKETS AT THE DOOR WITH THIS AD.

mix or match
Free delivery with any purchase of $3.00 or more

SIGMA KAPPA Proudly
Introduces Our New Initiates

But if 5 W1WGS won't do,

'Beth "Burden
Carolyn Cobb
"KfistenCc-K
Lisa'D'Alo
Amy "Dub
Abby Morrison
%athy Morrison

tktfM
"Wendy MoCCand
Jennifer toward
Meredith' fHrabak^
y^doeOdruj
Jodie Lewis

Ever Get SometHHbf
Mly listed!

10 • $3.50 - 20 • $6.00 - 30 • $8.50 - 40 • $10.00
10 or more wings includes celery and Bleu Cheese dressing

"Kathleen Maloney
Amy Mclntire
Mollie Monahan
'Melissa Moran
Laura O'fyal
leather'Palmer
Tara Tannett
Audrey Printiss
"DanaSavarda
Wendy Snuelter
'Debbie Sullivan
Jenny "Weirauch

And don't forget

PISANEIXO'S COMBOS
YOUR CHOICE
7" 1 Item pizza & 5 icings
5 icings and breadsticks

FRIENDS DON'l LET FRIENDS-1
DRIVE DRUNK.

L

7" 3 Item pixxa & 2 pops

7" 1 Item pizza, small salajd& 1 pop

Wsst0'^5
BE CAREFUL ON WINTER ROADS

M^y*>^f

$3.50

^■jflfe-^S,

•82?'

\ * kmr« » • £_. 7" 1 Item pizza & breadsticks

This week only $3.00
OPEN for LUNCH FRI«SAT»SUN
4 pm Weekdays

]

offer exp. 2-7-93

n.G.'s most award
v?!rtnln3 pizza
203 N. Main St. • Bowling Green • 352-51661
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Former midshipman
to speak on gay ban
by Julie Taoliiterro
administration reporter
Now that President Bill Clinton
has been serving in the White
House, many people are Interested in his efforts to lift the ban
on gays serving in the military.
University students and city
residents will have the opportunity tonight to hear a first-hand
account of what it was like to be a
homosexual serving in the military.
Joe Steffan, a former student
in the United States Naval Academy, will speak in the Lenhardt
Grand Ballroom at 8 p.m. about
his dismissal from the institution
and will discuss his views on
gays in the military.
! UAO along with Graduate Student Senate, Lesbian and Gay Alliance, the PEOPLE. Committee, the Progressive Student Organization and the Women's Reproductive Rights Organization
will co-sponsor the event.
According to Kelly Schaefer,
director of Contemporary Issues
for UAO, the group along with
other campus organizations decided to invite Steffan to campus
because gays serving in the military is a controversial issue and
it is important for students to un-

A Messy Situation

" We hope to get a lot of people to attend and then
thinking and talking. It is important [for people to
hear Steffan] because this is an actual person who
was denied a degree based in the simple fact of
their [sexual preference]/'
Amy Sajko, UAO public relations director
derstand all sides of it.
"This is such a taboo issue on
campus," Schaefer said. "Students should talk about it because they are going to have to
deal with it in the future."
Schaefer said Steffan wrote a
book. Honor Bound, about his
dismissal from the military.
Steffan will discuss how he has
dealt with his own homosexuality, his views on the discrimination gays in the military face
and his experience with suing the
Department of Defense because
of his dismissal, Schaefer said.
In addition, Schaefer said after
speaking for SO minutes, Steffan
will address questions from the
audience.
According to Amy Sajko, UAO
public relations director, the
evening is intentionally free so
that there will be an added incen-

tive to attend.
"We hope to get a lot of people
to attend and then thinking and
talking," Sajko said.
Steffan was dismissed from
the Naval Academy two weeks
before he was to graduate in
1987. In his book he tells of how
he informed two friends he was
homosexual and was investigated
by the Naval Investigation Service and denied his degree as a
result.
"It is important [for people to
hear Steffan] because this is an
actual person who was denied a
degree based in the simple fact
of their [sexual preference]," Sajko said.
Copies of Honor Bound will be
on sale after the event and Steffan will be signing copies of his
book today at the University
bookstore from 4 to S p.m.

Police blotter
O Christopher A Washington,
21, Anthony D. Johnson, 24, and
Edwin L Matthews, 22, all of 520
Leroy Ave., were arrested for
petty theft Wednesday.
According to the police report,
the three students, along with
another unknown male, allegedly
ran out of the restaurant after
eating about $25 worth of food at
Frisch's Big Boy, 1540 E. Wooster St. The manager reportedly
ran after them and was almost hit
by their car. She was able to Identify the car and license plate
number for the police.
O A person reported Friday
someone broke into his or her
apartment and stole about 175
compact discs, police said.
a Donald Klingman, 26, 15325
Sand Ridge Road, was cited for
expired registration and driving
under suspension Friday, accord-

ing to police.
□ Five males in their underwear were reportedly chanting
songs in an apartment hallway on
Eighth Street Friday, police said.
O According to police, a man
reported being assaulted by a
bouncer at Brathaus, 115 E
Court St., Saturday.
a Chad Postell, 19,112 Conklin,
was cited Saturday for littering

and underage possession, police
said. He was also allegedly carrying another person's ID.
a Douglas J. Leo, 19,310 Conklin, was arrested for DUI Saturday, according to police.
O David L Miller, 20, Fremont,
was cited for physical control of
a moving vehicle under the influence, police said. He was
found Sunday sleeping in the
driver's seat while the vehicle
was running and the lights were
on.
O Two vehicles were broken
into at the Woodland Mall, 1234
N. Main St., Sunday, police said.
Missing from one car was an
AM/FM cassette stereo and compact disc player, 24 compact
discs and a purse containing a
driver's license and credit cards.
Nothing was reported missing
from the other car.
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Making a mess, senior Visual Communication Technology major Laura Unterbrink silkscreeni decali
In the technology building Monday afternoon. The decali are for her Independent project in VCT.

Bargaining
Continued from page one.

tion of what constituted a collective-bargaining
unit. The next step in the process was for the administration to approve this description.
Barber admitted the administration and the
BGSU-FA can not reach an agreement on this definition. As of last week the attorneys representing
the administration and the BGSU-FA had corresponded twice with no compromising result, he
said.

The next step In the process may be that SERB
will prepare a hearing in which both sides can explain their views of the appropriateness of a bargaining unit, Barber said since SERB is meeting
Feb. 4.

"What seems true to me is that there is a process
created by SERB and it is our responsibility as
administrators to follow that process," he said.
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SPECIAL WEDNESDAY LUNCH BUFFET
ALL YOU CAN EAT - $4.95 -11:30-1:30

is looking for journalism students
interested in city reporting.
Pick up applications in
214 West Hall!
For further info., call Eileen at 2-6968

INCLUDES SOUP & APPETIZER
We serve daily specials: lunch, dinner, and cocktails

Clwese Restaurant
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
t3£3i32l
x5££jd£j££

JPreferred

At Kinko's, our Canon Color Laser Copier reproduces
your true colors with remarkable precision. So when
we make a full color copy, you get the same colors
found in your original.

Properties

I Copy original color photos or designs
I Enlarge or reduce 50% -400%
from any original

9 & 12 Month Leases Available

I Add color to your illustrations
or graphs

Fox Run
Mini Mall
Piedmont
Haven House Manor
Small Buildings
Frontier Housing
Birchwood Place
Houses

I Create custom color calendars, cards,
real estate listings and much more!

1/2 price color copies!

\

Bruij this coupon into the Kinko's lino) md receive 50% off on full color later
valid with other often. Good through March 31.1993.

■MMMtMi 1 Bodroom. 2 Bedroom-Furnished or Unturnlshod,
Laundry Fadltioi available.

<P

Open 24 hours
354-3977
115 Railroad SL
(Behind MyleiPizzi)

Rental Office: 8th & High
^

1616 E. WOOSTER

I,

• Students interested in being selected
for Student Trustee Nominees

Qualifications

iCx5exaejcxiCj£x

Full color copies

Join the
Off-Campus Crowd ^
at

352-9378

352-9153

PUBLIC ANNOUNCEMENT

kinko's
the copy center

Ask for a free color enlargement with this coupon!

• Applicant must be a full-time student
• Must be a registered voter
• Must have a cummualtive grade point
of at least 2.5 for undergrads and a
3.0 for graduate students
• Must be solvent with the University's
Bursar's office
• Must meet all application requirements
set forth by selection committee
Terms last for two years
Applications can be picked up Tuesday
February 2 in 405 Student Services and
are due back February 5 by 2:00pm.
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McGeein denied council seat Parents travel,
Former councilman says he was 'un-elected' in partisan move
kids stay alone
by Chris Hawlay
local government reporter

In a surprise vote Monday
night, city council voted 4-2 not
to return former Third Ward
Councilman Robert McGeein to
the seat he resigned Just two
weeks ago.
Citing McGeeln's Intention to
move from the ward in June,
Democratic council members
Tom Anderson, John Mura, BJ.
Fischer and Joyce Kepke voted
to deny McGeeln's reinstatement
after what was expected to be a
temporary absence from the
council. Republicans Scott
Ziance and Pearl Oppliger voted
for the appointment
The seat is now open to any
Third Ward resident Those interested in serving on the council
must submit an application for
appointment by Feb. 20.
The Public Employment Retirement System required
McGeein resign from the council
in order to retire as the University's Assistant Vice-President of
Capital Planning. In his Jan. 18
resignation letter to the council,
McGeein asked to be reappointed to the council following his retirement last week.
Ziance and Oppliger moved to
appoint McGeein, saying his experience is needed during this
week's city budget hearings and

IN BRIEF...
Decision reversed
University President
Paul Olscamp reversed the
decision which was reached
last Friday regarding the
"Just for You" escort service.
The Black Student Union
and the Board of Black Cultural Activities started an
escort service which was
designed specifically for
African-American women,
but not exclusively for
them.
Gregg DeCrane, the assistant vice president of
student activities, said he
would allow the service to
continue provided that the
two organizations set up a
liability waiver sheet
However, Monday morning Olscamp reportedly reversed this decision.
Olscamp could not be
reached for comment.
Holy automobile, bat
man!:
It's not the Batcave, but
it'll do for a few days.
The original television
Batmoblle Is being displayed in the Woodland
Mall today and tomorrow.
Spectators can also have
their pictures taken In the
famous vehicle.
Mall sponsors health fair:
The Woodland Mall Merchants Association, along
with the Wood County Hospital, is sponsoring Health
Fair 1993 on Friday and
Saturday.
Many area social and
health service organizations will have informational booths set up to assist
patrons.

the upcoming campaign for a
new fire and police income tax
levy.
"His experience Is needed on
council and I don't think this is
the time to be bringing someone
else In," Ziance said.
However, the other council
members said they do not want to
appoint McGeein because he intends to move from the Third
Ward in June. If McGeein moves
to another area, he would have to
resign the seat again.
"I think the most logical thing
is to appoint someone who can
finish the term," Fischer said.
Council members who voted
against the appointment said
they believe the city charter section regarding vacancies on
council requires that someone
appointed to fill a vacancy serve
the rest of the term.
The charter states, "A member
of council elected or appointed to
fill a vacancy shall hold office for

by Mtlinle L. Kra|«wskl
police reporter
The Home Alone scenario may have played well at the box office, but it's receiving a big thumbs down from the Bowling
Green Police Division.
The familiar plot materialized locally last week when police
learned four children were reportedly left to fend for themselves while their parents enjoyed a Florida honeymoon.
Police said the parents, whose names cannot be released because they have not yet returned to Bowling Green or been
charged, left their home Tuesday, Jan. 26, giving each child $5 to
last them until the couple's return Feb. 8.
"Although the parents have not yet been charged with anything, it is likely that they will be fined or arrested," Bowling
Green Police Chief Galen Ash said. "The decision will be made
by Human Services or the Wood County Prosecutor."
According to court sources, the father, a lawyer, called the
Wood County Juvenile Court Monday and tried unsuccessfully
to waive a Friday court hearing.
According to the police report, the children were told to go to
school every day and that they would receive a call from their
parents in a week to see how they were doing. There was very
little food left for the children and there was no number where
the children could reach their parents in case of an emergency,
the report stated
On Wednesday the ex-wife of the children's father reported to
police she went to the residence to take her daughter out to dinner that night and discovered the couple had left for Florida.
Police spoke to the children, confirmed they were left alone and
took them to a foster home.
It has not been determined if the parents told any friends or
neighbors they would be gone.
According to University Professor Harry W. Hoemann, who
specializes In child psychology, parents leave their children
alone for many different reasons.

Minors decline Negotiations over state
to utilize court health taxes reopened
appeals system
by Katherlne Rlzzo
The Associated Press

The Associated Press
CINCINNATI - Young women
who request court permission in
Ohio to obtain abortions without
parental consent rarely take
their effort as far as a state appeals court, a newspaper reported Monday.
An Ohio law that took effect in
October 1990 bans doctors from
performing abortions on females
who are less than 18 years old
without informing a parent or
guardian at least 24 hours in advance, unless a Juvenile Court
judge's permission to waive the
notification requirement has
been obtained The waiver can be
granted if a Judge finds that a
girl is "sufficiently mature" or It
wouldn't be In her best Interests
to notify her parents because of
the potential for abuse.
Some young women go out of
state to have abortions performed without the parents'
knowledge, The Cincinnati Post
reported
"We have been seeing at least
three (Juvenile) patients a month
on the average from Ohio - the
Cincinnati area," said Jan Herman, executive director of
Planned Parenthood In Lexington. Ky.
Nearly two-thirds of Juvenile
court decisions denying teenagers abortions without notifying
their parents have been overturned when appealed to one of
Ohio's 12 appeals courts. The
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In other business, College
Democrats President Mike Cook
expressed his concerns that the
police income tax levy will add
patrols to Thursday, Friday and
Saturday nights while neglecting
other days of the week.
"What I want to know is what
happens on Sunday, Monday,
Tuesday and Wednesday nights
when my girlfriend has to walk
home at night," Cook said.
Ziance said the extra patrols
the balance of the unexplred
are needed because police are too
term."
Ziance called the vote against busy answering calls for assistance on those nights to act to
McGeein a partisan act.
"I think we're stooping to a po- prevent crime.
litical level that the Bowling
"One of the reasons we wanted
Green City Council should not
stoop to," he said. "It looks like the extra patrols is for preventai i ve patrols," he said.
politics here."
Former Fourth Ward CouncilOppliger and McGeein said
they believe the vote denied man William Herald told council
Third Ward residents elected members he believes they should
be more clear when communicatrepresentation.
"Approximately 1,500 resi- ing messages to the public during
dents of the Third Ward elected the police and fire/ambulance
me," McGeein said. "Two [coun- levy campaigns.
cil] members elected at large,
who happen to live In the Third
Herald said the council should
Ward, chose to un-elect me, state clearly in their advertising
thereby negating the vote of the how income tax revenue will be
distributed in the city budget and
1,500."
Third Ward residents who what effect it will have on prowould like to be appointed to the posals for a west side fire station.
Kepke said if the levies pass,
council seat must file applications with the Bowling Green the percentage of the budget
Council clerk, 3rd floor, City spent on fire, police and ambuAdministrative Services Build- lance services will not increase
ing, 304 N. Church St..
this year.

"Approximately 1,500 residents of the Third Ward
elected me. Two [council] members elected at
large, who happen to live in the Third Ward, chose
to un-elect me, thereby negating the vote of the
1,500."
Robert McGeein, former Third Ward councilman
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Post reported.
But appeals of juvenile court
denials are rare, the newspaper
said It reported that 26 denials
have been appealed since the law
took effect, with 17 of the denials
being overturned.
The Ohio Supreme Court last
month allowed The Post to require release of the appealscourt figures.
Alphonse Gerhardstein, lawyer
for the Planned Parenthood Association of Cincinnati, wasn't
surprised by the lack of appeals.
"I know there are a number of
situations where Juveniles have
not been able to wait any longer,
have chosen not to stick with the
legal system and have taken
other steps," he said
He said there appears to be
some confusion among judges on
standards for determining a
girl's maturity. "It very much
depends on which judge they appear in front of Instead of any
subjective standard," Gerhardstein said.
Planned Parenthood and others
are challenging the law, arguing
that it Is arbitrary and doesn't
provide a definition of maturity.
Critics say that leads to judges
making decisions based on their
own beliefs.

"For years and years
and years, governors
have been screaming
for relief from the
cumbersome process by
which the federal
government has
micro-managed the
health care system
affecting poor
Americans."
President Clinton,

WASHINGTON - Gov. George
Voinovlch said Monday that he
hopes a new policy from President Clinton soon will end uncertainty over a disputed $284 million.
Clinton ordered his administration to reopen negotiations
over taxes some states impose on
health care providers, including
doctors and hospitals.
Ohio is one of the states that
uses such a tax to obtain federal
Medicaid matching money,
which then is returned to cover
bills run up by those without insurance.
Ohio believes It has qualified
for about $284 million in such others that care for the poor.
'Tor years and years and
matching money. It hasn't
received anything since October years, governors have been
because the federal government screaming for relief from the
says the program doesn't meet
regulations.
The new Clinton policy doesn't
guarantee that the Ohio money
will be approved, Voinovlch said.
But he added, "I hope that maybe
in the next month to 45 days we'll
get an answer."
Clinton also ordered his administration to give states more
flexibility to run their Medicaid
programs, which funnel tax
money to doctors, hospitals and

cumbersome process by which
the federal government has
micro-managed the health care
system affecting poor Americans," Clinton said.
"We are going to try to get
them that relief so that for lower
costs, we can do more good for
more people."
Voinovlch said that Clinton,
who was governor of Arkansas
before being elected president,
understood the difficulties of
dealing with the federal government, and expressed "a real recognition of the need for streamlining in the waiver process."
"You cant do a darn thing
without getting a waiver," Voinovich said. "It's ridiculous, actually."
State officials have complained
for years that the government
takes too long to process
requests because of redundant
questions.
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DiBenedctto's is Introducing
Pizza -12" -'Italian Style'
Served 4pm - close
$4.25 for Cheese Pizza
add $1 for each additional Hem
-Pepperoni
-Ham
-Bell Peppers
-Mushrooms

-Salami
-Sausage
-Banana Peppers
-Black Olives

352-4663
Fast Free All Day Delivery; Open 11am - 10pm
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Campus
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400 E. Napoleon Rd.
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Toledo robber seeks parole Soft drink tax
by Mitch Weln
The Associated Press
TOLEDO - The lawyer for a
man who walked away from a
prison farm and dodged authorities for 33 years said Monday he asked the governor to
commute his client's sentence so
he could be eligible for parole.
Alan Kirshner has sent letters
from dozens of John Kalasanski's
friends to the Ohio Parole Board,
the first step in getting Gov.
George Voinovich to reduce the
sentence. The letters say Kalasanski had been living a model
life since he escaped from Green
Springs in northwest Ohio.
Kflla.Sfln.ski, 67, of Toledo, was
arrested Dec. 11 after city officials checking old records dis-

covered that he fled prison in
1959.
He was known as John Kalasanski to friends and neighbors.
He hid his past from everyone even his wife, Geraldine, whom
he met 25 years ago.
Kalasanski had served five
years of a 10 to 25-year sentence
for aggravated robbery when he
escaped in March 1959, about 18
months before he was eligible for
parole. He Is not eligible for parole until October 1994.
Voinovich could commute his
sentence, making him eligible for
parole immediately.
The parole board will investigate before making a recommendation to Voinovich's
legal staff, said Jenny Camper, a
spokeswoman for the governor's
office.

The governor's legal staff will
evaluate the case before making
its own recommendation on clemency, Ms. Camper said. The
governor reviews clemency
requests about once a month and
usually goes along with his
staff's recommendation, she
said.
State prison spokeswoman Tessa Unwin said the board has
received Kalasanski's clemency
request. She said it would take
about four months before the
board makes a recommendation.
Kalasanski said he walked
away from prison because he
didn't know he was eligible for
parole in 18 months.
Kalasanski and a cousin were
convicted of participating in a
robbery at a Cleveland convenience store. An employee was

wounded.
After escaping, Kalasanski hitched a ride to Toledo, where he
took the name John Kalasoski.
He stayed at the Salvation Army
for a few months, then got a Job
at a trucking company. He retired in the mid-1980s.
Kalasanski got married in
Toledo in the early 1960s, but his
wife died of cancer in 1967. A
year later, he met Geraldine and
they got married.
In a letter to the parole board,
Kalasanski said he was worried
about his wife.
"We worked hard, bought a
little house in an old neighborhood and retired. While I have
some health problems, I really
am worried about Geraldine," he
said.

Jury recommends execution
Crossbow killer sentenced in Cincinnati for slaying of girlfriend
The Associated Press

"The bottom line is, I listened to all the evidence
and I agree completely and wholeheartedly with
the jury. I can't think of anybody who deserves the
death penalty more than this man does."
Judge Ralph Winkler

CINCINNATI - A judge denounced a convicted killer as a
predator Monday before sentencing the man to death for the 1991
crossbow killing of a girlfriend.
Timothy Dunlap, 24, also faces
execution in Idaho for the murder of a bank teller In Soda that he be executed.
electric chair. "I cant think of
Springs, Idaho.
"The bottom line is, I listened anybody who deserves the death
A Jury convicted Dunlap of ag- to all the evidence and I agree penalty more than this man
gravated murder and aggravated completely and wholeheartedly does."
robbery in the slaying of Belinda with the jury," Common Pleas
Dunlap grinned and called the
Bolanos, 31, of Hamilton. On Jan. Judge Ralph Winkler said as he
14 the same jury recommended sentenced Dunlap to die in the decision "a travesty of justice."

Dunlap, of Sellersburg, Ind.,
confessed to shooting Bolanos
twice with a crossbow during a
picnic at a park in Cincinnati.
Later he claimed he was hired to
kill the woman.
Winkler scheduled execution
at the Southern Ohio Correctional Facility In Lucasville for
Oct. 6, the second anniversary of
Bolanos' slaying. But appeals of
death sentences In Ohio are automatic, so the execution probably will be postponed.
Winkler rejected a defense
request that Dunlap be spared
the death sentence.

fizzles in court
kyJoknChalfant
The Associated Press
COLUMBUS - A new tax on soft drinks that the state hopes
will generate $65 million annually fizzled Monday when a Judge
delayed imposing it for at least two weeks.
Franklin County Common Pleas Judge John Connor granted a
temporary order, sought by the Ohio Soft Drink Association and
bottling companies, until a hearing set for Feb. 16.
Tax opponents contend the measure that was to have gone into
effect Monday should be declared invalid. They said it violates a
constitutional prohibition against taxing food.
They also said the law, enacted in December as part of a
measure authorizing state construction projects, violates a constitutional requirement that each bill deal with a single subject.
"The soft drink tax will impose a dramatic burden on the soft
drink industry, consumers, grocers and other retailers," the suit
said.
"Costs and prices will necessarily rise, further squeezing the
consumer's budget and confiscating the profits of those who distribute and sell soft drinks and soft drink syrups," it said.
The suit was filed by the association; Coca-Cola Co., Atlanta;
Pepsi-Cola Co., Somers, N.Y., and seven bottling companies.
Named as defendants were state Tax Commissioner Roger
Tracy, Treasurer Mary Ellen Wlthrow and Attorney General
Lee Fisher.
Deana Gordon, spokeswoman for Fisher, said the state would
respond to the court order before the hearing. She said the attorney general's office would oppose the court order.
The law Imposes a tax on carbonated soft drinks of 1 cent per
12-ounce container or 64 cents per gallon of syrup. The levy is in
addition to the sales tax already imposed on the beverages.
The Ohio Department of Taxation said the court order would
have no immediate fiscal effect.
Although distributors were to begin collecting the tax Monday, their first payments to the state were not due until March
20. That is the date on which the association said the tax likely
would start being passed on to consumers.
Wendy Cameron, vice president of the association, said the industry believes soft drinks fall under a constitutional tax
exemption for food, since they contain food ingredients and are
regulated by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration.
Ohio's Constitution prohibits an excise tax on food for consumption off the premises where sold.

Group protests Lottery cash may aid Ohio schools
removal decision
by Robert E. Miller
The Associated Press

The Associated Press

AKRON - Members of a group
known for protesting at abortion
clinics demonstrated Monday
outside a hospital where life support for a brain-damaged girl is
to be discontinued.
The divorced parents of
15-year-old Carla Myers had disagreed over whether the feeding
and hydration tubes should be
removed from their daughter.
They later agreed to end the life
support.

Three members of the Northern Ohio chapter of Operation
Rescue marched outside Edwin
Shaw Hospital to protest Summit
County Probate Judge William F.
Spicer's decision Friday that
cleared the way for the tubes to
be removed.
Carla was left In a vegetative
condition when the car she was
riding in was hit by another car
after a high school homecoming
dance Oct. 25. Two people were
killed.

COLUMBUS - The Department of Education hopes to transfer money to make up a
$48 million budget shortage and avoid cuts
in state school subsidies, a spokeswoman
said Monday.
Susan Tavakolian, finance director, said
the plan also may Involve using some lottery
profits that the Ohio Constitution dedicates
for education.
"We are looking at various sources," she
said. "It's going to be tight."
The plan Is to go before the state Controlling Board on Feb. 8.
There Is a shortage in subsidies because

Application for

llollis A. Moore Memorial
Scholarship
Deadline: Thursday, March 14, 1993

the state has about 25,000 more students
than expected this year. That boosted the
state's per-pupil funding obligations for the
fiscal year ending June 30.
The number of students on Aid to Dependent Children, who qualify districts for extra
subsidies, also exceeded estimates by
15,000.
Gov. George Voinovich's administration
said last week that no school cuts would be
allowed, but he did not indicate how they
could be avoided.
Budget Director Greg Browning said the
$48 million could be found In the current
budget without touching a projected $44 million balance, which he wants to use to replenish the state's Budget Stabilization Fund.
The account, known as the "rainy day"

IN THE ARMY,
NURSES AREN'T JUST IN DEMAND.
THEY'RE IN COMMAND.
Any nurse who just wants a job can

The llollis A. Moore Memorial Scholarship was established to
recognize students who contribute to Bowling Green State University
through participation and leadership in University Community activities.
The award will be in the amount of $500.
The recipient must be a rising Junior or Senior, maintain a 3.0
G.P.A., demonstrate active participation in University organizations and be
available for a personal interview with the selection committee.
The application must be submitted to the University Relations Office,
Mileti Alumni Center by Thursday, March 4, 1993.
Applications are available in the University Relations Office.

fund, is used to help agencies deal with unexpected shortages. The fund once stood at
more than $300 million but has dwindled to
14 cents.
Sharp declines in tax revenues required
deep spending cuts last summer and, more
recently, a major tax increase.
Browning commented after a January
turnaround in tax receipts from $25.5 million below projections in December to $59.3
million above projections in January.
The January receipts included December
sales tax collections that reflected the
strongest Christmas buying since 1988,
Browning said.
Voinovich implemented more than $300
million in spending cuts July 1, sparing the
schools.

find one. But if you're a nurs-

with your level of experience. As
an Army officer, you'll command the

ing student who wants to be in

respect you deserve. And with the added

command of your own career, consider

benefits only the Army can offer-a $5000

the Army Nurse Corps You'll be treated as

signing bonus, housing allowances and 4

a competent professional, given your own

weeks paid vacation-you'll be well in com-

patients and responsibilities commensurate

mand of your life Call 1-800-USA ARMY

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BEAU YOU CAN BE.

Master of Business Administration

320 ELM STREET
NEWIWE
• Close to campus
• Large one bedroom apartments
• Furnished with extra
safety features
• Free water, sewer, gas, and heat
• 12 month leases available

Uinl;ils

:>2«t S. Main
Our Only
Office'

352-5620

It's not just for
business majors
Do you know what you're doing
after graduation? Consider the
BGSU MBA program.
For information call 372-2488 or
stop by 369 BA.
College of Business Administration
Bowling Green State University

February 2,1993
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Administration plans Teens kidnap family
to distribute vaccines
The Associated Press

The Associated Press

NEW YORK - The Clinton administration Is considering a plan
to ensure that all children are
vaccinated by having the federal
government and states buy vaccines and distribute them free to
clinics and doctors, a newspaper
reported.
The New York Times, in Monday editions, said leading pediatricians and child-advocacy
groups support the plan, but drug
companies strongly oppose it,
saying it will make the manufacture of vaccines unprofitable and
may force them to cut spending
for research to develop new,

more effective vaccines.
The Clinton administration
says the plan will mean nearly
universal immunization because
the cost of vaccines, which became more expensive in the last
decade, would no longer be a factor, The Times said.
About half of employer healthinsurance plans do not cover
childhood vaccines, the newspaper said. It said only 40 to 60
percent of preschool children
get the recommended shots and
the figure Is much lower - about
10 percent - in Inner-city neighborhoods.
"Under our current system,
with limited access to vaccine,
immunization has become a

privilege," said Dr. Kenneth J.
Bart, director of the National
Vaccine Program Office at the
Department of Health and Human Services.
The Times said the program
would cost $300 million to $500
million above the $175 million
that the federal government now
spends on childhood vaccines. It
said the administration had not
decided where that money would
come from.
Several states, including Connecticut, Massachusetts and
Washington, have programs
similar to the one being considered by the administration,
the newspaper said.

EUSTIS, Fla. -- A pair of teen-agers abducted a
woman and her two young daughters from a
shopping center parking lot, then killed the girls
before raping and shooting the mother, police
said.
Richard Henyard, 18, and a 14-year-old boy
whose name was withheld because of his age
were charged Sunday with murder in the deaths
of the 7-year-old and 3-year-old sisters, police
said.
The teen-agers approached the children and
their 35-year-old mother at gunpoint Saturday
night - apparently picking them at random - and forced them Into the mother's car, police
said.
They drove to a wooded area and allegedly
began shooting.
"We believe the two children were killed Instantly at the scene," said police spokesman Lt.

Carmine Aurigemma.
The mother told police she then was shot twice
in the head and raped. After the attackers drove
off, the woman said she walked nearly a mile to
a home for help.
Investigators discovered the girls' bodies
early Sunday.
The mother, a widow, was in serious but stable
condition late Sunday at Orlando Regional Medical Center. She was shopping with her children
for food to take to a Sunday church service when
the teens approached them.
Community help and the woman's description
of her attackers led to the suspects, Aurigemma
said. He released few other details.
"I will say that not one of the 20 or so investigators got the feeling of any remorse from
these (suspects)," Aurigemma said.
Henyard and the 14-year-old were each
charged with two counts of murder, one count of
sexual battery, two counts of kidnapping a child,
one count of false imprisonment and auto theft.

Economists say Voinovich schedules election
interest rates to
remain stable
The Associated Press

CINCINNATI - Gov. George
Voinovich on Monday declared
the office of resigned Rep. Willis
Gradison to be vacant, beginning
the process of replacing the
10-term Ohio congressman.
A document ordering an election had been signed by the governor and was being sent to the
office of Secretary of State Bob
Taft, Voinovich spokeswoman
Jenny Camper said from Columbus.
Voinovich scheduled the spe-

by Martin Crutslnger
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - Borrowers can expect relatively stable interest
rates this year as the Federal Reserve gives the new Clinton administration time to put its economic program into place, private economists said Monday.
The Fed's top pollcymaking group, the Federal Open Market Committee, was scheduled to begin a crucial two-day meeting Tuesday.
Fed governors in Washington and presidents of the Fed's 12 regional banks were to meet behind closed doors to set targets for the
year's monetary growth and to construct an economic forecast that
Federal Reserve Chairman Alan Greenspan will deliver to Congress
on Feb. 18.
Private economists predicted the central bank was likely to leave
interest rates unchanged, over the coming months, and several analysts said the Fed may be content to stay on the sidelines the entire
year.
The Fed last changed interest rates on Sept. 4 when it reduced its
target for the federal funds rate to 3 percent.
Commercial banks' prime rate has been at 6 percent for the past
seven months, the lowest level in 20 years. Analysts are not looking
for that rate to change for most of this year.
Fixed-rate mortgages are expected to be more volatile, but analysts
expect even those rates to stay In a narrow band.
The national average for 30-year, fixed-rate mortgages dropped
last week to 7.86 percent, according to the Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corp. That was close to a 19-year low set last September. Since
last fall, mortgage rates had been edging up as financial markets
grew concerned that a victory by Democrat Bill Clinton combined
with a Democratic Congress would lead to soaring budget deficits.
Clinton has gone out of his way to stress his commitment to reducing the deficit. The bond market has rallied in recent weeks on comments by Treasury Secretary Lloyd Bentsen and others that the administration was ready to propose politically painful cures such as
energy taxes and cuts in popular benefit programs to control the deficit.
Analysts said that bond markets could sink, driving long-term interest rates higher, if Clinton's program, due to be unveiled on Feb.
17, turns out to be disappointing or If it falls to win congressional approval.
The economists are relying in part on Greenspan's remarks to Congress last week In which he gave his blessing to Clinton's economic
program. He signaled that the central bank was prepared to let the
new administration and Congress come up with a modest, short-term
program to stimulate the economy .

Administration
bans purchase
of products in
trade dispute

GWINNER, N.D. - Five large
propane tanks at a manufacturing plant burned Sunday after
one exploded and triggered a
blaze that injured one man and
forced evacuation of the town.
The explosion shattered
windows and started small fires
on the roofs of nearby homes,
said Gary Rogers, a volunteer
firefighter.
"It sounded like a jet airplane
coming over and then crashing.
There was Just a big roar and
then a big ball of fire," said Ken
Hopkins of Gwinner, a mainteI i|>|l
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The Associated Press

The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - The
Clinton administration,
taking a tough approach in
its first major trade dispute, said today that after
March 22 lt will ban federal
government purchases of
European-made utility
products.
The decision, announced
by U.S. Trade Representative Michael Kantor, was in
retaliation to the adoption
of rules by the 12-nation
European Community that
favored European manufacturers in the purchase of
telecommunications and
power generation equip-

COLUMBUS - A Judge stepped down Monday
from the case Involving community college presidents charged with funneling public money to political campaigns through a lobbying group.
Franklin County Common Pleas Judge Deborah
O'Neill cited an appearance of a conflict of interest
if she presided at the trial. She was an assistant
state attorney general when the case began, although she was not involved in the investigation.
A new judge must now be assigned to the case.
Trial is scheduled for May 18.
The case originally was assigned to Judge David
Cain, who lost to O'Neill in the November election.
She received the case when she took office.
The state alleges that the college officials and
the director of their lobbying group took $68,157 in

Kantor said that because
of the inability to reach a
resolution of the issue, the
administration was issuing
a ban on purchases of
European-made products In
the areas of telecommunications, water, energy and
transportation.
"The administration does
not take such action
lightly," Kantor said in a
statement. "We believe this
is a measured first step.
U.S. telecommunications
and electrical suppliers
have long suffered significant damage from the restrictions placed on them In
European markets."
The United States and the
EC have been arguing over
this Issue for a year. While
the Bush administration
had also threatened retaliation unless the EC withdrew
its bans, It took no action
before leaving office.

nance worker who was in the
plant at the time.
Officials did not know what
caused the explosion.
The town of 500 to 600 residents In southeastern North Dakota was evacuated, said Jim Aldrich, a hazardous materials
technician with the Dwight, N.D.,
fire department.
The smaller fires were doused,
but the propane tank fires were
left to burn themselves out.
Those fires were out by late Sunday afternoon. The tanks were
several hundred feet from the
Melroe Co. plant, where farm
implements are made. The plant
did not catch fire.
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The Sisters of Gamma Phi Beta
ore proud lo announce their
1993 Soring Pledge Closs
Lori "Entity
UtOsonQaffnty
Shannon "Maisch
Laurie Sexton
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Feb. 18.
Write-in candidates must Tile
by Feb. 19 at 4 p.m. Independent
candidates have until March 15
to file petitions.
The district includes part of
Cincinnati and all or parts of five
southwestern Ohio counties. It
will cost the counties about
$800,000 for the special elections,
election officials in those
counties said.
At least seven Republicans and
one Democrat have said they will
become candidates.
No candidate had filed a formal
declaration Monday, said Kathy

Trucey flowers
Tiffany Law
Jessica ^^
JenniferStektr

Curran, administrative assistant
at the Hamilton County Board of
Elections. Hamilton County is the
most populous part of the district.
"We've had over 30 people inquire about it and take out petitions," Curran said.
Members of Gradison's staff
remain on the U.S. House payroll
to serve constituents and handle
administrative tasks in the Washington and Cincinnati offices until Gradison'a successor is In
place. House Clerk Donnald Anderson said in a statement Monday.

Judge steps down from
trial to remove conflict
state money between 1983 and 1989 and gave the
money to state lawmakers
The college presidents charged are John Light,
president of Hocking Technical College; Paul Ohm,
former president of Belmont Technical College;
Jacob See, former president of Owens Technical
College and Richard Bryson, president of Marion
Technical College. Ohm now is president of Kellogg Community College In Battle Creek, Mich
Also charged are the Ohio Technical and Community Colleges Association and Harold Roach,
former director of the lobbying group.
Charges include theft in office, engaging in a
pattern of corrupt activity, illegal political contributions and tampering with records. Roach faces
an additional count of perjury.
The maximum penalties range from five years in
prison and a $10,000 fine to 30 1/2 years in prison
and a $32,500 fine.

CLUB 21 CLUB 21 CLUB 21 CLUB 21 CLUB 21 CLUB 21 CLUB 21
/ let me live..-.
Rocyclo

Propane explosion
forces evacuation
The Associated Press

cial primary election for March
16 and the general election May
4.
Gradison, 64, a Republican
from Cincinnati, resigned Sunday to become president of the
Health Insurance Association of
America, a Washington-based
lobby. Gradison announced his
resignation plans Jan. 11.
The governor's action means
that ballot petitions for the race
in the 2nd District may be filed
with election officials. The deadline Is 4 p.m. Feb. 8 for partisan
candidates. The deadline for
withdrawal from the race will be
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The RICH MICHAELS BAND
Grand Opening - Friday, February 5
4 21 and over!
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■wove DOWNTOWN
DUSINCSS nncn >
114 1/2 South Main St.
• One Bedroom apartments
• Unfurnished
• Laundry facility available

• Air conditioned
• 12 month lease
Be close to everythins!

NEWIPVE
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328 S. MAIN
OUR ONLY
OFFICE
352-5620
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Fighting intensifies in Sarajevo
by Maud S. Beelman
The Associated Press
SARAJEVO, BosniaHerzegovina - As fighting intensifies on many fronts, Croatia's
president Is threatening a
widened conflict and Bosnia's
leader says he no longer has Illusions of being rescued by the
West
Peace talks between the warring parties in Bosnia broke
down over the weekend but one
of the two men mediating the negotiations. Lord Owen of Britain,
still held out hope that an accord
could be reached.
He urged European Community foreign ministers, who were
convening in Belgium today, to
hold off on moves to impose
tougher sanctions on Serbia.

"The only time to be looking at
sanctions is If the Bosnian Serbs
don't sign up to the agreement,"
he told reporters In Brussels.
Owen and U.N. envoy Cyrus
Vance of the United States have
said they would ask the Security
Council this week to endorse
their peace plan, regardless of
whether it is backed by the warring factions in Bosnia.
Owen said the U.N. could force
a settlement to conflict by "political, economic or military
means." At least 18,000 people
have died in the fighting, which
have seen Serb forces seize twothirds of the republic since it
broke away from Yugoslavia last
spring.
Bosnia's president, Alija Izetbegovic, said in Zagreb, Croatia,
on Sunday, a day after the
Geneva peace talks collapsed,

"To be honest, we only believe in ourselves. Why
should American men come to Bosnia to fight for
freedom when our men are ready to fight? But we
need arms."
Alija Izetbegovic, Bosnia's president
ject to the same U.N. weapons
embargo as their Serb foes.
On Croatia's Adriatic coast,
President Franjo Tudjman said
Sunday that he would not halt his
He also rejected hopes that the government's 10-day-old
United States might intervene on offensive in the southern region
behalf of Bosnia. "Why should unless Serb rebels are disarmed
American men come to Bosnia to and U.N. peacek«*:pers restore
fight for freedom when our men order.
Addressing a crowd In Split in
are ready to fight? But we need
a campaign speech ahead of elecarms."
Bosnian government forces tions next month, Tudjman said
are vastly outgunned but are sub- his government would otherwise

that he had no illusions the West
would step in.
"To be honest, we only believe
in ourselves," he said.

refuse to extend the mandate of
U.N. peacekeepers.
"We have to get rid of those
(Serb) imposers as soon as possible with the help of the
peacekeepers and If not with
them then ... with our own
forces," he said.
Rebel Serbs hold a third of
Croatia, whose leaders contend
the U.N. has failed to force the
Serbs to surrender territory
seized in a war that ended with a
truce a year ago but was broken
10 days ago.
The world community has been
unable to agree on enforcing a
no-fly zone over Bosnia and sanctions seeking to punish Serbdominated Yugoslavia for fomenting aggression In neighboring Bosnia and Croatia are routinely violated.
The EC foreign ministers were

to discuss tightening the sanctions on Serbia, but Owen suggested Sunday that they first
give a negotiated settlement another chance.
The warring factions had
agreed to a rough peace accord,
but talks collapsed when they
disagreed over the borders of the
10 provinces the mediators had
proposed for a reconstituted
Bosnia
"Nothing should be done at the
moment," Owen said after meeting with Danish Foreign Minister
Niels Helveg Petersen, who was
chairing the ministers' meeting.
Shelling in downtown Sarajevo
climaxed Saturday with 19 people killed and continued Sunday
around the presidency building
and the center of town. Bosnian
radio said at least four people
were killed in the city on Sunday.

Marines leaving Somalia, Violence spirals in Zaire
peace conference begins Foreigners flee capital as hundreds die in mutiny
by Raid G. Miller
The Associated Press
MOGADISHU, Somalia - Nearly 500 Marines
boarded planes for home today, the first of 2,700
U.S. troops being pulled out of Somalia this week in
the biggest withdrawal since U.S. forces landed in
December.
In another development, representatives of nine
warring Somali factions began a three-day meeting in Mogadishu to prepare for a peace conference.
The first 473 Americans to leave today were
members of the 1st Combat Engineer Battalion of
the 1st Marine Division of Camp Pendleton, Calif.,
whose duties were being turned over to the Army.
Lt. Col. Gary Holmquist, 44, of Bemidji, Minn.,
the unit's commander, said its mission - mainly
mine-clearing and road construction - was done.
He said Army engineer units would pick up the
mine-clearing where his battalion left off.
"I'm excited right now," said Pfc. Todd Boodt,
19, of Kalamazoo, Mich., a member of the battalion
who had been In Somalia for nearly eight weeks.
"This was my first time out in the field and it
was a great experience. But lt is time to go home
and we're all ready," Boodt said.

Nearly 1,000 combat Marines returned to Camp
Pendleton last month in the first major withdrawal
of American forces since they arrived Dec. 9 to secure relief food shipments from bandits and
looters.
Marine spokesman Col. Fred Peck said the 2,700
soldiers and Marines are being sent home this
week because some units have completed their
missions and are no longer needed.
"The reductions primarily affect headquarters,
logistics and combat support units of the Army and
Marine Corps," he said.
There are still 24,361 U.S. troops in Somalia.
Marine Lt. Gen. Robert Johnston, commander of
the U.S.-led military coalition, said the withdrawal
had no connection with the anticipated turnover of
military control to a U.N. peacekeeping force.

by Cindy Shiner
The Associated Press

KINSHASA Zaire - Presidential forces sealed off the
center of the capital Monday following days of fighting with rebellious army soldiers that
claimed at least 1,000 lives, the
transition government said Monday.
Foreigners and Zairlans
packed riverboats and roads
Monday to flee escalating battles.
Jean Joseph Mukendi, spokesman for Prime Minister Etienne
Tshisekedi, told The Associated
Press: "The estimates that we
After such a turnover, only about 3,000 Ameri- have allows us to confirm there
can troops would remain as part of a U.N. were at least 1,000 dead. They
peacekeeping force.
were mostly soldiers."
Johnston said In an interview he is hopeful that
Western diplomats earlier said
the U.N. Security Council will adopt a resolution in hundreds of people had died
the next 10 days to assume military control.
when Mobutu's presidential
"Are we ready for the turnover? The answer is guard put down a mutiny by
most certainly," he said. The general commands army troops.
not only American troops in Somalia but another
Mobutu has accused
13,000 from 21 other countries.
Tshisekedi of treason, saying he

Village Green

Scholarship Money Is Available to Study Abroad
for Summer 1993, Fall 1993 & Spring 1994

caused the violence by urging
soldiers to refuse to accept newly
printed 5 million zaire bank
notes. The troops mutined after
shopkeepers refused the notes.
There was no way to verify the
death toll.
In Brussels, Belgian Foreign
Minister Willy Claes said at least
300 people were believed killed
after Mobutu sent in special
forces to suppress riots by regular army troops. Claes said the
toll could be much higher.
He said Mobutu's troops may
have disposed of many bodies.
In Kinshasa, a soldier lay dead
in a puddle of rainwater near a
main boulevard, evidence of four
days of riots and factional fighting. Pedestrians ignored the
corpse.
The violence has spiraled into a
power struggle between troops
loyal to Mobutu and those supporting Zaire's democracy
movement.
A statement read on state TV
Monday night on behalf of Mobutu said anyone refusing to accept the new notes would be
guilty of treason and that new
10-million zaire notes would soon
be introduced. Ten million zalres
would be worth about $4.
Zaire's impoverished economy
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Congratulations to all 33 members
of 1992-1993 Delta Gamma Pledge Class
Allison Marie Awbrey

Stephanie Lynn JarJabka

Melissa Renee McKirnan

Amy Suzanne Benedict

Carey Lou Kohn

Denae L. McGormley

Kristen Dawn Carpenter

Susan Lynn Lacrolx

Catherine Ann Miltner

Dina Marie Dieglio

Sara Jan Nightingale

Caroline Lynn Ebert

Stephanie Lee Olson

Heather Michelle Flockerize

Stacey Catharine Parnell

Nicole Marie Gmerek

Stacy Lynette Procopio

Elizabeth Ann Guckenberger

Terra Quay Proctor

Meredith Nicole Haft

Tricia Lynn Profit
Kirsten Vanessa Rider

(jQU|N I RT

Jamie Lynn Hessman

Jennifer Suzanne Ross

*******

Callie Dawn Howison

Stacey Ann Lavelle

Robin Michelle Sandlin

Sponsored by:

Kelly Elizabeth Hunt

'Linda Diane Mangan

Hilary Anne Tarkington

*W@, GSS, LAGA, W.R.R., P.E.O.P.LE., and PSO*

Monica Lee Insana

Lyric Faith McCandless

* Beta Mu's Most
Outstanding Pledge

^^n'^nv

in University Ballroom.

Great lob on 100% Initiation

For more information call: 2-2343 or 2-7164, or visit: 330 Union.
liAO

with purchase of
Student Discount Package

Maura Jude Hassay

1993from 4-5p.m.

0

1st Visit FREE

Applications can be picked up at
Continuing Education, International and Summer Programs
40 College Park
For more information, call 372-8181
Deadline: March 1,1993

CALL 354-3533

banning

Aloha

The International Education Committee of BGSU invites
proposals/applications from students that wish to study abroad
in the summer of 1993, fall 1993 and/or spring 1994.

2 blocks away
ONE and TWO BEDROOMS

has collapsed, but Mobutu has refused to cede control of the treasury, military or other key Institutions to the transitional
government of Tshisekedi. Mobutu named the government
under pressure from the United
States, France and other aid donors.
State TV broadcast Monday a
ban on public meetings and gatherings of more than five people.
Kinshasa Gov. Bernardin
Mungul Diaka also announced a
ban on newspapers advocating
"hatred, violence or revolt."
Presidential guards blocked
off the Gombe quarter, where
hundreds of foreigners have
sought refuge In ambassadorial
residences.
About 500 Belgian, French and
Italian refugees left Kinshasa on
a riverboat Monday and crossed
the Congo River to Brazzaville,
Congo, under escort of presidential guards.
France and Belgium rushed
troops to Brazzaville to evacuate
foreigners after the French ambassador and six other foreigners were killed.
Belgium said Its paratroopers
will stay in Brazzaville for now,
but warned it would use force If
needed for an evacuation.
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Bills lose big dance again Jones, Johnson
by Dave Goldberg
The Associated Press

PASADENA, Calif. - It was
quicker than anyone could Imagine.
Three seasons ago, the Dallas
Cowboys were the worst team In
NFL history. Now they're Super
Bowl champions and they did it
with four of the quickest touchdowns ever.
That left the Buffalo Bills as
the first team to lose three
straight Super Bowls and the
NFC's supermacy intact - nine
straight NFL titles, seven in
overwhelming fashion, this time
52-17.
With MVP Troy Alkman throwing for four touchdowns and
Charles Haley and Ken Norton
leading a defense that forced a
record nine turnovers, the Cowboys, the youngest team in the
NFL, scored two touchdowns IS
seconds apart in the first period
of Sunday's Super Bowl and two
more 18 seconds apart In the second.
That made Buffalo only the
second team ever to make it to
three straight Super Bowls, the
first team ever to lose three
straight.
Two of Aiman's TD passes
went to Michael Irvin and one
each to Jay Novacek and Alvin
Harper as the NFC East won the
Super Bowl for the third straight
year, a record. The three winners
were different - Dallas, Washington and the New York Giants

- but the victim each time was
the Bills.
There was another first Jimmy Johnson became the
first coach ever to win both a
national college title and a Super
Bowl Just three years after he
began his pro coaching career
with a 1-15 record. For Dallas, it
was their third Super Bowl victory, but the first In 15 years.
The Cowboys won on both sides
of the ball Emmitt Smith, the
NFL's leading rusher, ran for 106
yards on 22 carries and Alkman
completed 22 of 30 passes for 273
yards without an interception.
After spotting the Bills an
early 7-0 lead on a TD set up by a
blocked punt, the Cowboys
turned on the defense, getting
five of the turnovers in the first
half.
James Washington's interception against Jim Kelly set up a
23-yard TD pass to Novacek. Fifteen seconds later, Haley
knocked the ball loose from Kelly
at the goal line to defensive
tackle Jimmie Jones, who took
two steps Into the end zone for
the score that put the Cowboys
ahead for good.
Norton and Vlnson Smith
sparked a goal-line stand that
stopped the Cowboys on three
shots inside the Dallas 1 - the
last on an ill-conceived fourthdown pass from the six-inch line.
Dallas defensive coordinator
Dave Wannstedt -- whose prowess helped earn him the head
coaching Job in Chicago next
season - had a nickel defense in
on the play and Thomas Everett

intercepted Kelly's desperation
pass in the end zone.
Everett had a second Interception in the fourth quarter that set
up a 10-yard TD run by Smith.
Then Norton scored - taking in a
fumble from 9 yards out after it
bounced into his arms following a
high snap.
That first interception was typical for Buffalo.
With and without Kelly, who
reinjured his right knee with 6:52
left In the first half, It couldn't
produce when it had to.
Frank Reich, who engineered
the biggest comeback in NFL history when he brought the Bills
back from a 35-3 third-quarter
deficit in the wild-card game
with Houston, had no such miracles in him this day although he
did throw a 40-yard TD pass to
Don Beebe on the final play of
the third quarter.
On his first series, Reich drove
Buffalo from his own 33 to the
Dallas 3.
But Haley stuffed Thurman
Thomas on a third and one from
the 3-yard line, forcing a 21-yard
field goal by Steve Christie that
cut the deficit to 14-10 with 3:24
left in the half.
It was the last gasp for the
Bills.
First Aikman drove the Cowboys 77 yards in 5 plays, hitting
Irvin for a 19-yard TD on his
favorite slant across the middle.
Then Leon Lett stripped Thomas on the first play from
scrimmage and Jones recovered
on the 18.

And then Alkman found Irvin
at the 2 and he stepped around
Nate Odomes for the score. It
came 18 seconds after the previous TD and sent the Cowboys
off with a 28-10 halftime lead, all
but ending the game.

rebuild Dallas

Well, since I'm not a fairI think every staunch Dallas
Cowboys fan remembers the day weather fan, I stuck with Dallas
and pledged my allegiance to the
the Bomb dropped.
Man With the Hair. Since then, I
The date was February 25,
1989, and the scene was one of
have endured everything the
Lin Elliott's 20-yard field goal absolute mayhem throughout the Cowboys could throw at me
on the first series of tlie second NFL and especially in the city of
• A1-15 record in 1989, Johnhalf made it 31-10. Then, after Dallas, Texas. A brash young
son's first season as head coach.
the Reich Beebe hookup had owner named Jerry Jones had
* Negative comments from
made it 31-17 and aroused the just bought the famed Cowboys
Johnson, such as "I'm taken
Buffalo fans - a minority in the and brought with him a brash
aback by the lack of speed and
crowd of 98,374 - Aikman put young head coach with nary a
overall ability of this football
them out of their misery by hit- single NFL game under his belt.
team."
ting a wide open Aikman from 45
* Reports that some of his
yards with 10 minutes left in the
methods were as corrupt as they
game.
were In Miami.
Mark Leonard DeChant supposedly
• 46 trades In 46 months, including the famed Herschel WalThen Norton made it 52-17, the
ker deal.
third biggest margin in Super
But Jones, Johnson and the orBowl history. It might have been
ganization as a whole has not only
more. But Lett, racing toward the
survived under these conditions,
end zone with a fumble with 4:42
but flourished.
left in the game, had the ball
The 49-year-old Johnson has
knocked from his hands by
restored the mystique that had
Beebe as he tried to Jog in, holdfor so long been associated with
ing the ball knee-high in his right
the Cowboys of old. He perhand.
formed what can only be described as a perfect Job of reAt the beginning, it was the
building a professional football
Cowboys, the NFL's youngest
Jones stunned the football
team.
team with an average age of 26, world by announcing that he
From 1-15, to 7-9, to 11-5, to
who looked like they might self would fire Tom Landry - the
destruct with three costly early Lone Star of Texas - and replace 13-3 and a Super Bowl championpenalties.
him with Jimmy Johnson, famous ship. Just like that. In four short
The Buffalo defense and spe- for his suspicious, yet successful years, the 'Boys went from
cial teams set up the first score
reign at the University of Miami. Chumps to Champs, from comic
along with a critical Dallas penA sickening feeling came to my relief to league elite.
alty.
And Johnson has earned the
stomach when I realized that the
After the Bills got one first destruction of my old Cowboys
respect of the NFL and all Dallas
down on their opening series, had been completed. The days of fans, myself included.
One thing that must be adChris Mohr's 50-yard punt set the Danny White, Tony Dorsett, Ed
Cowboys back to the 15.
mired about the second coach in
'Too Tall" Jones, and now, LanCowboy history is his vibrance
dry, were over. I think this monumental event, more than any po- and enthusiasm, on and off the
field. He is as passionate as most
litical Ideals I had ever examof the men who play the game.
ined, caused me to declare myAfter a close loss, Johnson will
self a conservative.
become teary -eyed and will often
"How could they do this?" I
lose sleep for nights afterward.
wondered at the time. I had
And as he has shown quite often
hoped
that
Jones
needed
a
league
take along offensive line coach
this season, he will express trevote
to
complete
the
transaction.
Tony Wise. Johnson Is expected
mendous
emotion and energy
to promote line coach Butch Or at the very least, fan balloting after a victory.
would be implemented to see
Davis to defensive coordinator.
Now the Cowboys have
Johnson said the Cowboys can what they thought of the whole
reached the pinnacle of the
repeat If they keep their egos in deal. But no, Tex Schramm had,
National Football League. As
check. He told his team: "As good in fact, sold his team to Jones for Super Bowl Champions, they now
$140
million.
as you feel right now, you must
At the time I remember think- enjoy the status that the Chicago
understand that the love and
Bulls, Pittsburgh Penguins and
support you have for each other, ing that no amount of money was Toronto Blue Jays have recently
the commitment you made is worth losing the only head coach
what got you here. Don't ever the Cowboys had ever known, the
See JOHNSON, page tlfwn.
Man With the Hat
forget that"

a]

Jones pleased with Cowboys
"It was a great comeback for
Michael Irvin and guard Nate
Newton.
the franchise," Jones said. "We
"I expect there could be a tick- started out 1-15 and not many
er-tape parade in the future when people thought we knew what we
SANTA MONICA, Calif. - we get everyone back," Jones were doing. I can't say enough
for what Jimmy has done. He has
- Critics said Jerry Jones paid said.
Coach Jimmy Johnson was ex- given his heart and soul to us
$20 million too much when he
bought the Dallas Cowboys for pected to head to the Bahamas having a winning football team."
Jones said his most import.int
for a vacation after a stop in Dal$140 million four years ago.
step was his first one, the hiring
"It was a steal," Jones said las to feed his goldfish.
"They've been on a diet while of Johnson.
Sunday after the Cowboys won
•That's the best decision I
their first Super Bowl In 15 years I've been gone," Johnson said.
The Cowboys partied early into made," Jones said.
with a 52-17 rout of the Buffalo
The Cowboys have lost defenBills. "What we need to do now is the morning after a victory in
roll up our sleeves and hope we which the defense forced nine sive coordinator Dave Wannstedt
can become the first Dallas team turnovers, turning two into to the Chicago Bears. Wannstedt
to win back-to-back Super touchdowns.
replaces Mike Ditka and could
Bowls."
The Cowboys arrived back In
•1> IIH'I> IIH«1> IIH'I> ill«l>
Dallas on Monday missing six
Pro Bowl members of their
championship team. Fans wishing to get a glimpse of their
heroes were out of luck because
the Cowboys' flight was scheduled to land in a restricted part of
Dallas-Fort Worth International
Margaret Arcaro
Suzanne Allard
Airport
Trisha
Dodge
Leslie Doblanski
"Winning the Super Bowl is
Jill
Gaeth
Kristin
Froemling
something I will be able to cher•Britt Longstreth
Sue Matthaidess
ish the rest of my life," defensive
tackle Tony Casillas said as he
Karen McLoughlin Penny Pletcher
made his way to one of nine
Jen Smith
Cindy
Rigard
buses that transported the team
Audrey Snyder
Sheila Studer
to Valley Ranch in Irving, Texas.
"We're all tired. We had a long
Troyann Takacs
Shelly Yingling
night"
Troy Aikman, who threw f our
• Denotes a 4.0
touchdown passes and earned
Highest Big/Little GPA: Cindy Rigard & Shelly Yingling
Super Bowl MVP honors, will be
travelling to Hawaii along with
Most Improved GPA: Whitney Jones
running back Emmitt Smith,
tight end Jay Novacek, center
Mark Stepnoski, wide receiver
<l> iiii'i- iiii'i' nn'i> nii'i'
by Denne H. Freeman

The Associated Press
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Proudly Presents
FALL DEANS LIST

Greenbriar Inc.
Hurry now!
Limited number left for fall.
Check out our following listings:
•
•
•
•

Columbia Court Apartments
Field Manor Apartments
Frazee Avenue Apartments
Ridge Manor Apartments

224 E. Wooster
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FRAZIER REAMS FELLOWSHIPS
DISTINGUISHED SERVICE AWARDS
The Distinguished Service Award Committee seeks self nominations and
faculty/administrative staff nominations of seniors and graduate students who
have given distinguished service to Bowling Green State University.
To be eligible to receive consideration for a Distinguished Service Award, a
senior or graduate student must have demonstrated outstanding service
contributions to BGSU through one or more areas of University service
(college and/or department activities, student government, student activities,
Greek Life, athletics, etc.)
Seniors and graduate students who will graduate in the 1992-93 academic year
(Winter Commencement 1992 and Spring and Summer Commencements 1993)
who would like to be considered for a Distinguished Service Award and those
faculty/administrative staff who would like to submit nominations, may obtain
an application form at 305 Student Services Building or by calling 372-2147.
THE ABSOLUTE DEADLINE FOR ALL NOMINATIONS IS 5 P.M.,
FRIDAY, MARCH 5,1993.

FOR RISING SENIORS WITH INTEREST IN PUBLIC AFFAIRS
EACH FELLOWSHIP AMOUNT IS $1,500
Deadline: March 1,1993
The Frazler Reams Pubic Affairs Undergraduate Fellowship Program was established in 1973 In
recognition of Frazler Reams. Sr. and his distinguished service In the broadcasting Industry as a member
of Congress and as a Trustee of Bowing Green State University.
Five Fellowships may be granted annually to rising seniors who Intend to pursue careers In public affairs
(speech communication, broadcasting, journalsm, political or governmental service, public health,
community service, law or some other pubic affairs field). A rising senior is a student with a minimum
Q.P.A. of 3.2 who will attend BGSU for two semesters of his/her senior year, and will graduate no
sooner than May 1994. Each fellow will receive $1,500. The selections of fellows will be based on an
initial screening process and further review which may include personal Interviews.
The application form and all suppport materials. Including letters of recommendation, mutt be submitted
to the the University Relations Office, Mileti Alumni Center By Monday, March 1,1993.
Applications are available in the University Relations Office, Mileti Alumni Center.
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To graduate or not to graduate
by EhkPuplllo
assistant sports editor
"Our goal is to help our players
get the best education possible
and to encourage them to take
advantage of the opportunity they
have to get their education paid
for them."
— Jim Larranaga, BG's men's
basketball coach
At face value. Bowling Green
men's basketball coach Jim Larranaga's athletic graduation
rates don't seem too Impressive.
Larranaga's graduation rates
for the '86-'88 basketball classes
are 0,28.6 and 20 percent respectively
However, people like Director
of Academic and Regulatory Affairs, Chris Geib, think that refined graduation rate, as opposed
to graduation rate, is the true
measure for progress in collegiate athletics.
"Don't get me wrong, graduating students is our main priority,
but the refined rate is the more
reflective rate of what a program
is achieving," Gelb said. "The
thing that the National Collegiate
Athletic Association doesn't take
into consideration In graduation
rate*, U that athlete*, like any

other students, have a tendency
to transfer from one university
to another.
"Even if that athlete leaves In
good academic standing and is on

ing transfer student-athletes who
entered, and by excluding student athletes who did not graduate within six years but were
either in good academic standing

BGSU Men's Basketball Graduation
Data Under coach Jim Larranaga
1986
•did not graduate
0/1
0%
0/1
0%
1987
-two graduated
-one remains in school/will grad.
-two left in good standing
-two transferred in good standing
2/7
28.6%
7/7
100.0%
1988
-one graduate
-two remain in school/will graduate
-two transferred in good standing
1/5
20.0%
5/5
100.0%

one recruit
graduation rate:
'refined rate:
seven recruits:

graduation rate:
'refined rate:
five recruits:
graduation rate:
'refined rate:

'Refined rate is those graduated plus those who left BG in good academic standing and those completing their degrees at BG.
course to receive a degree, it
counts both against the coach and
the university he left from."
Refined rate as defined by the
NCAA is: "the adjustment of the
freshman-cohort rate by Includ-

when they left the Institution, or
were still in school at the beginning of the seventh year."
Academic standing is the standard that students must meet for
grades and credits towards
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graduation and/or to compete in
Intercollegiate athletics.
BG's levels of good academic
standing are that a student has to
be enrolled in a full academic
load for the succeeding term
after achieving a cumalative
grade point average of at least
1.50 for freshmen, 1.70 for sophomores, 1.80 for juniors, or 1.90
for seniors.
With the refined rate and good
academic standing in mind, the
Falcons' men's basketball team's
rate through the '86-'88 seasons
rise to 0,100 and 100 percent.
However, the question Is,
should there be more emphasis
placed on graduation rate or the
refined rate?
"There are so many reasons
why kids opt to change schools
that you have to take into consideration all those options,"
Larranaga said. "You have to
look at when the young man was
In school at your university, did
you do a good job of providing
him the oppurtunity of getting a
good education?"
"If the answer is yes, you're
doing a good job. If no, then you're not. But as a coach, you're going to run into certain situation
where your hands are tied."
One of those occurrences took
place right after Larranaga completed his second season coaching at BG.
"Dale Turnqulst left our program due to religious reasons
and there was nothing I could
do," Larranaga said. "His
mother, father and brother all attended and graduated from
Bethel College in Minneapolis.
"When it came down to recruiting him and attending college, it
came down to us and Bethel. Dale
decided he wanted to go somewhere where he could be the best
basketball player he could be and
decided upon us.
According to Larranaga,
Tumquist approached him at the
end of his freshman year and had
changed his mind.
"He came in and said, 'Coach, I
feel I have an obligation to go to
Bethel. I thought basketball was
going to be more important than
it really is,'" Larranaga said. "He
wanted to go to school where the
rest of his family had gone."
"He felt obligated morally, religiously and ethically. How do
you argue with that? Do you tell
him he shouldn't go because basketaball is more important? He
eventually got his degree, but it
counts against us."
Larranaga not only has to deal
with players transferring before
their alloted four years of eligibility Is up, but BG's program
works with a much smaller ahtle-

Valentine's Day
"Love Notes"
Let your Valentine know how much you care with a Valentine love note made especially
for them. Choose between a display ad or a regular classified ad. You can even add a
color to your message for $5 to make it extra special.
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tic budget than other larger
schools they not enly compete
against athletically, but are compared with academically.
During Larranaga's seven
seasons as an assistant coach at
the University of Virginia, the
program graduated nearly 95
percent of their men's basketball
players.

Larranga is quick to point out
the differences that he must
work with under BG's scholarship policies as opposed to Virginia's.
"At Virginia, we gave kids
scholarships for five years regardless if they used up their elSee graduate, page eleven.

The BG News' Athlete of the Week
As the women's swim team downed Wright State, Findlay and
Xavier over the weekend, it was Cheryl Patteson who made the
most outstanding performance. Patteson who won all five events
she entered this weekend. For her efforts, Patteson has been named The BG News' Athlete
of the Week.
Patteson took the 100 fly 059.80) and 100
back (1:00.59) on Friday. She also won the 100
breast (1:06.99) as an exhibitionist. She broke
the pool record in the 200 individual medley on
Saturday.
She also holds the best times in five events
for the Falcons. The 500 free (5:00.24), 1000
free (10:16.02), 1650 (17:10.68), 200 intermePatte
diate (2:06.55) and 400 intermediate (4:25.32).
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Men's basketball coach Jim Larranaga encourages his players from
the sideline. According to Larranaga, a coach must also encourage his
players In academics.
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Seeley takes pole
vault,
BG record
by Mike Slates
sports writer
Senior Paul Seeley set a school
record In the pole vault in Bowling Green's first scoring meet as
the men's track team finished
runner-up in a triangular meet at
Kent this past weekend. The
women's team also placed second.
Seeley's first-place vault of
16-2 broke the Falcon's previous
record of 16-1 3/4, set by Steve
Cyrus last year. The mark also
set a Kent Heldhouse record.
"Paul did a great job after the
long Christmas break," men's
head coach Sid Sink said. "He
really earned his team athlete of
the week award."
Other individual events won by
the Falcons were senior Todd
Black in the 800 meters in a time
of 1:57.29 and senior Reed Parks,
who took first in the 35-pound
weight throw with a toss of 57-10.
The 3,200 meter relay team
also won its event with a time of
8:21.81. Members.of the team included sophomore Tim Arndt,
sophomore Brad Schaser, junior
Dave Lincicome, and Black.
Despite the four events won by

Bowling Green, Sink stlU thinks
the team needs work after finishing 31 points behind overall winner Kent.
"I do not think the team trained
well over the break," Sink said.
"We competed well but our overall score was disappointing."
Grabbing second place honors
in their respective events were
Black in the mUe (4:18.42), senior
Tom Hall in the high jump (iS-6),
and sophomore Scott Thompson
in the 55 hurdles (7.72). Falcon
junior Aaron Straw had a pair of
second-place finishes in the 55
meters (6.71) and the 200 meters
(22.87).
The women's team finished the
meet in second with 46 points, 30
behind Kent. Earning a first
place finish for the women's
team was senior Cheri Triner in
the 3,000 meters with a time of
10:24.51. Her mark was a personal best, cutting seven seconds off
of her previous record.
Junior Maria Gudakunst was
the only other winner for Bowling Green as she finished with a
season-best effort of 35-0. Women's coach Steve Price matched
Sink's comments by also blaming
the Christmas break for affect-

ing the team's performance.
"I really do not think that we
are in shape yet after the long lay
off," Price said. "This often happens every year, and when it is
coupled with the numerous injuries that we have, it can affect the
team."
Senior Benita Thomas, freshman Brooke Shelley, sophomore
Jane Moeller, and Triner sprinted to second place finishes in
their respective events. Thomas
was runner-up in the 400 meters
with a time of 59.04 while Shelley
raced to a time of 7.66 for her
second place mark. Triner placed
second in the mile with a time of
4:53.31 and Moeller earned points
in the long jump with leap of 16-8
3/4.
Earning third place finishes
for the Falcons were senior Jill
Strawser in the 3,000 meters
(10:39.54), senior Leslie Moorman in the 400 meters (59.94),
and sophomore Julie Shade in the
55 meters (7.84).

graduate

Nordmann
MAC player
of the week
TOLEDO, Ohio (AP) - Central Michigan's Sander
Scott and Bowling Green's
Andrea Nordmann are the
players of the week in the
Mid-American Conference.
Scott, a 6-foot senior from
Nbrthport, Mich., scored 51
points and had 11 assists,
seven rebounds and four
steals in the Chippewas"
three wins last week. He
made 18 of 39 field-goal attempts, including 6 of 15
from 3-point range, and was
9 of 11 at the free-throw
line.
Nordmann, a 6-1 senior
from Willlamston, Mich,
scored 34 points and had 12
rebounds and five assists in
only 55 minutes last weekJust two points shy of 1,000
for her career, she shot 65.2
percent from the field
(15-of-23) in leading the
Falcons into first place with
two victories.

Also earning third place points
included senior Vicki Czekaj in
the high jump with best of 5-4,
sophomore Nikki Lessig in the
shot-put with a best of 42-10.

Continued from page ten.

igibility in four or not," Larranaga said. "Additionally, Virginla's scholarships were good not
only from Fall to Spring semesters, but it also included the
summer sessions."
"So a kid from Virginia or any
other Atlantic Coast, Big Ten or
Big East conference not only has
an extra year for free schooling,
but also can stay during the
summer and progress quicker
for graduation."
It's the advantage of summer
school which Larranaga thinks
makes the biggest difference In
graduating student-athletes.
"Under current NCAA rules,
student-athletes are only allowed
to earn money through a job during the summer," Larranaga
said. "So if you have the opportunity to work over the summer or
pay for summer school out of
your own pocket, especailly the
elevated out-of-state fees for
some players, what would you
do? "The only summer school assistance we offer is to an athlete
who is ineligible or under the
level of good standing. And during the past three seasons, we
haven't had a player who qualified for that."
Larranaga thinks that if the
athletes at BG were given the
opportunity to attend summer
school on scholarship while
working part-time during the

summer, graduating players in
five years would be much more
attainable.
As it is, coaches can only keep
their players on course to graduate.
"No one can make a kid want to
learn," Larranaga said. "We can
only make sure a player is attending class and doing his assignments."

JOHNSON
Continued from page nine.

earned in their respective
leagues. The Cowboys are, right
now, the best
Everyone knows that the
youngest team in the league
plays in Dallas and that same
team owns an incredibly dominant no-name defense, which was
ranked No. 1 in the NFL this
year. What this means is that Dallas might be very good for a very
long time.
As I comprehend the significance of the Cowboys' resurrection, the displeasure I felt
when Landry got fired is but a
faint memory.
And Johnson is now a Lone Star
in his own right.
Mark Leonard DeChant is a
sophomore journalism major and
a columnist for The News.

Classifieds
The BG Nevus
CAMPUS EVENTS
" COLLEGE DEMOCRATS "
Get involved I
Tonight. 9 PM. 116BA
AIDS Benelitia coming toon I
Than were moving InB City Council I
- ENV1RONMCKTAL ACTION GROUP ~
Regular Meeting 308 University Hall
8:00 pm, Tuaaday. Fabrua/y 2.
Annul EAG needs T-ahin designs br Earth
Day Designs ara dua Fab. ». For into contact
Tom: 372-5491.
ATTENTION! ALL STUDENTS REQUIRED
TO TAKE ELE. ED. METHODS COURSES
(EDCI 350. 3S1, 352. 353, 354. 35a) MUST
APPLY FOR METHODS THE SEMESETER
BEFORE ENROLLMENT! DEADLINE to apply lor Fall 1993 Ek). Ed. Methods Tuaaday.
Fabruary, 2, 5:00 pm. Application forma
available In 529 Education.

••••IPCCLUB""
Interpersonal ComrnunioaSona Club Mtg
Wed. 2/3, 7:30 pm. 105 South
BQSU SKATING CLUB
TONIGHT AT t: 11 -10:15 PM
ICE ARENA
College ot Education A AlHod Proreeolone
SCHOLARSHIPS
Applications tor 1993-94 Scholarships are now
available to students In the College of Education and Allied Professions Forma may be
picked up In the Dean's Office. 444 Education
Bldg. Completed applications must be returned
by Monday. March 1.
CRsCR'sCR'sCR's
B G S U COLLEGE REPUBLICANS
Meet Tuesday. February 2nd
9 00 pm. 112BA
'into on DC trip, elections & conventions*
Be there!
CR'eCR'eCR'eCR'e
Financial Management Association
Informational Maebng
Tuesday. February 2 at 7 pm in 112BA
LAST LECTURE
•OR. NEIL BROWNE"
Come hear Dr. Browne speak under the pretense that this is the 'last Lecture" of Ns life!
114 BA Building 8:00p.m.
Wednesday, February 3,1*93
Law Society Meeting
Tuaaday, Feb. 2nd
8 p.m. in Room BA 110

HANCE!
f/fvE GOTT0
I [CALL TODAY!
Ji DONT tour
*\TQBesWCKIH
BouurfcWB*
SOUTH PANS ISLAND, TX
5 ana ?

NIGHTS

DAYTONA BEACH, ft
5 AND 7 NIGHTS

PANAMA CITY BEACH, FL
5 AND 7 NIGHTS

STEAMBOAT. CO

1 5 AND 7 NKMTS

MUSTANG ISLAND, TX
5 AND 7 NIGHTS

HILTON HEAD ISLAND, SC
5 AND 7 NIGHTS

VAIUBtAVBlCRHK.CO
5 AND 7 NIGHTS

PRICES FOR STAYNOT PER NIGHT!
TOll FREE INFORMATION t RESERVATIONS

1-800 321-5911
^■^■^■^s^*^-^™^^-

LIVE PEACE • TEACH PEACE
"Peace will not be achieved through acts of
aggression, conflict, or warfare..
The thought-form of conflict
the mi nd set ol 'us and them'
msut bo transformed into a thought- form of
UNITY."
Diane Menechi Id
PeeceCoelrfton Tuesdays 9 PMUCr

Prairie Margins, the undergraduate magazine,
is looking for people interested in FICTION.
POETRY. ART, DESIGN. EDITING, or PROMOTIONS to work on stall
Great experience for resume.
General meeting at 8 p.m. on Wed., Feb. 3. at
BA 100. All majors welcome
OussDons. call Aiina. 352 3741 or Melissa,
372-4932.

The College of Educ. and Ailed Professions.
The Dept of EDAS. and O.S.EA. proud, present Dr. Carol Shekeehalt. At our meeting aha
will be diicujung "Gender at Risk." Dr.
Shakeshaft has written over 00 articles on a
variety of gender issues, and has won numerous awards for her outstanding research
and writing in this field. Everyone is welcome to
attend!!
OPERATION MORE.
Minonoes On the Road to Employment
Wed ,Feb 3. 1993
6 30-8 30p m Lenhart Grand Ballroom
Open to at majors Freshman through Graduate Students
Full time positions. Co-ope. and Internships
available
Don! trees outll
YOUNG EXECUTIVE CLUB
INFO NIGHT 7 30 pm. 117 BA
All majors welcome I
Come see what we're el ebouti
YEC CHICAGO *YEC

GREEKS A CLUBS
11,000 AN HOUR I
Each member ol your fral.
sorority, Mam. dub, etc. pitchea
In just one hour and your group
can raise $1,000 in |ust a lew
dayal Ptua a chance to earn
81,000 for youreeifl
No cost. No Obligation
1400-932-0528, ait. 88.

RAGGAE on Wed . Feb 3
With the ARK BAND
AtEaay Street (19and over)
THE BLOODMOBILE IS COMING!
THE BLOODMOBILE IS COMING!
FEB. 8-12 ATTHE N. E. COMMONS
10:30 AM-4:30 PM
FOR A PRIORITY APPOINTMENT
CALL 352-4878

Time Out For Catholicism
TONIGHT! 730-9:00
St. Thomas More Parish Canter
Conversations on Catholic beliefs.

Tuesday Night is...

COUNTRY NIGHT
Dance Lessons Start @ 9.
Remember: Wednesday
Night Is Karoke Night

AOTT AOTT AOTT AOTT AOTT
The Sisters of Alpha Omicron Pi would like to
extend a long overdue congratulations to Michelle Engiund on rm pearling to Scott Roeenberger.
As of July 1992 there hn* been an esomeexl
2.000.000 cases ol AIDS world wide. Mr. Clave
Jones, founder of the AIDS Omit will be speakingFeb 19. More details from UAO.

WBGU-FMS8 1
will be training for new D.J.e. Class starts
Thursday. Fab. 4th in 105 South Hal at
9:00p.m.
Women for Women
General Meetings
Every Tuesday at 8:00p.m.
Faculty Lounge Student Union

DZ DZDZDZDZDZDZDZDZ
Ul'Knstn Jennings
Congrats on Inoaoonl
Kym
DZOZ0ZDZDZDZDZDZDZ
DZ DZ OZ DZ DZ DZ
LilLise.
Congrasuessons on Mtastonli
You did a great job. rm proud of you.
Love, Big Km
DZ DZ DZ DZ DZ DZ

ATTENTION SPRING BREAKERSIII PARTY
LIKE OOOSII! Panama City $139. Key West
$269. Quality accommodationa. FREE DRINK
PARTIES! Call Jo* Endless Summer
1 800 234-7007

DZ DZ LKtle Klmmle 0ZDZ
Congrats on IriBabonl
I m so proud of you
Love.ftgChnss-Lou
DZOZOZDZDZDZOZDZDZ

Becky.

DZ DZ LUtte Wen*y-Sue DZ D7
Congrats on your kWatton I
I'm BO proud of you!
love. B.g Christ Lou
DZ DZ DZ DZ OZ DZ DZ OZ DZ DZ

Happy Two Month Anniversary!
Seen

$ SCHOLARSHIPS $
- Alumni Chapter Scholarships •
Check your on-cam pus mailbox for
applications or slop by the Alumni Center.
Application deedllneis Feb. 26.
Scholarships awarded from 27 Alumni
groups across the country!

Water Ski Teem Meeting
Wednesday, Feb. 3 - 800 p.m.
102 BA

Don't SWEAT, nYou still have 7 weeks to get m shape for
Spring Break. Come give the new eierose and
training program tor the Bi-Athlon a took. Feb.
6 - tnformaoOnal maebng at SRC at 5 pm. For
more irScrmaoon eel 372-7482.

JOHN IS COMING! JOHN IS COMINOI

DGDGDGDGDGDG
ANCHOR SPLASH W
ANCHOR SPLASH Vi
ANCHOR SPLASH *)
FEBRUARY 28,1993
DGDGDGDGDGDG

Fsonton MorchaiieleaiB Aaaeclatssn
Monthly Meeting
Wed . February 3.1983.8.00 pm.
McFali Aaaembly Room
Everyone Welcomei

DG DG DG DG DG DG DG
LYRIC McCANOLESS
HAPPY BIRTHDAY
HAVE A GREAT DAY
LBTUSA
DG DG DG DG DG DG DG

Gonne Make You S.W.E.A.T.I!
Supervised Workout Eierose And Training
Coma workout (swim/run) at the Student Rec
Center. This supervised workout win help you
gel in shape tor Spring Break and the
SRCrmtramural Biathlon Workout at 5 pm
Sunday-Thursday beginning Monday, February 8th. For more information caH 2-7482.

DZDZDZDZDZDZDZDZ
br Jerm Adtons
Congrats on Initiation!
Kym
DZDZDZDZDZDZDZDZ

MO I HEAR SOMEONE SAY
MONMOUTH DUO? 7

continued on p. 12

•"Awesome Spnng Breaks! Bahama* Cruise
Includes Meals 8279, Panama City Room wiHi
Kitchen $i 19. Key West $249. Deytona (Kitchens) $149, Cancun $459. Jamaica $4791
1-6006786386

Eye glass** tost Saturday evening between
downtown and campua • rout* we* Court St.
Reward Call anytime 372-8182.
FOUND
Black cat on Fifth Street
Call 354-0041
FOUND: Girl's gold A diamond ring found in
Ursverstty parking tot Can 382-4824 to claim.

ALPHA OMICRON PI • PHI DELT
Congratulations Cheri Tnner on your pinning to
Phi Delt Eric Napholz. Your SisHrs wish you
the best of luck.
PHI DELT * ALPHA OMCRON PI

FEBRUARY 4 ■ 6

ALPHA OMCRON PI • PHI KAPPA PSI
The Sisters of Alpha Omicron Pi would like to
congratulate Em Braley on her recent lavalieringtoPhiPsiCraigBel.
ALPHA OMCRON PI ■ PHI KAPPA PSI

SERVICES OFFERED

ALPHA SIGMA PM
The Brothers of Alpha Sigma Phi would 1st* to
congratulate Darren Dunn and Alpha Gamma
Delia Kara Komarek on their recent lavahenng

Pregnant? Need support7
We can help. FREE and confidential services
Pregnancy nets, counseling and support
groups. BG Pregnancy Cenex 554-4673.

ALPHA SIGMA PM
The brothers of Alpha Sigma Phi would Ilka to
congratulate Walt Kwiaikowski and Danielle
Kuhn on their recent lavallenng.

CHARLESTOWN APTS.
AND

MID AM MANOR

MARK'S

ALPHA SOMA PHI
Mss Spring Rush, and sM imereessd in a
fraternity? Then please call tie Alpha Sigs at
372-2958.

ATTENTIONGREEKS'M
Get your law warmed up lor Thu s , Feb. 4
ATTENTION GREEKSIl

The perfect aurprise (or that
special friend or special someone!
H9A Roeea for VaktMlne'e Day
Roses will be presold Feb. 1-8, 9:30-8:30 theUnlon Foyer and delivered the Fnday betore Valentine's Day.

LOST & FOUND
OSEAesEETaHO
Thin.. Fee. 4.1983
8O0p.m.
Community Suite, Student Union

PERSONALS

AND

INDIAN RIVERS
• NOW RENTING •

\

L ~

SAVE
* /

PRICE
EXPLOSION
SALE!
■■M\

s

\

\

/

''t. .'TTeV
'
N
' 1»
VVc OaVTV fonycus natnti brood
srtoes priced to |tt any budrat
aiooe* from bran* Ate

Choose) from choice caporfrneinf* within walking dittance to
campus SummsH 1993 and 199S-94 school y«»ar.

Aiener • Bsu • Connie ■ Dexter • Hush Puppies

UP TO

50'
ON SELECTED
MERCHANDISE
Select one p»ir
afauratosa
and i-eeetve »
'dbwunt balloon'
to pop for
iddttlortaJ
savkipof 10%
to MX off your

K Swiss • NHu • Moooies Toooies • Reebok

1 or 2 b*>droom, hirnrnthed or un»umbjhe>d, gas hexit and watex
IncrUdexJ, air conditioning

Resident Manager,
641 Third St, Apt 4, B.C.
352-4380

Trwom • ZodK • And Mmy rtor»_.

SHOC sensanon
Woodland Mall • 352-1550

The BG News
continued from p. 11
Gamma■ Phi • Baia
Th« Sisuvs ol Gamma Phi Baia congraruiaia
Roti Skats and rha Mock Trial Taam
on thair fir a placa vtcnyy this paat
waakand m Dayion.
Gamma' Phi • Ban
GEMNI
Dadicaiad to Dale
Canl you ya! taa?
Closa your eyas and look at ma
Swirls of lights coming across
Invisible force charging my heart
In the dark ol night
Is whan I breathe
Is whan I meet my sours dasBny
I become one with the cosmos
1 'me is no more
For this Is infinity
I am a constellation
In the night ime sky
Lookups)sea ma
I am Gam in i
Calling my brother home
Don't stop me now
For I have almost amvadl

LEARN ABOUT THE OUH.T. COKE SEE
THE DOCUMENTARY "COMMON
THREADS: STORIES FROM THE QUILT,"
SUNDAY. FEBRUARY 14 AT 7 30PM IN THE
OISH FILM THEATER. CONATIONS BENE
FIT DAVKVS HOUSE IN TOLEDO. SPONSORED SY UAO-S CAMPOS FILMS COMMITTEE.
Looking lor . student or student oro.niz.oon
that would Ik* B Mm $I00 to SIOOO promoting . spring break package ID D«y1on. Beech,
FL. C«l Mon-Wod, S-tpm. (804) 423-4808.
MT MUGGS • OPEN NOW FOR LUNCH
Da v Lunch Specials - 11 AM
Now serving wings A soups

Dy pam haiienstom
Hey Juniors:
Are you a campus leader.
acommuntiy volunteer.
a good student or involved in
campus activities'' If so, you are
defrnaWy MORTAR BOARD material I
Apply at 425 Student Services
Deadline; Feb. 5, 5p.m.

HURRY. HURRY. HURRYI
Time is running outl
Applications for Fall
NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE
are DUE FEBRUARY I5thl
There's soil time for you to
sea another part of the US'
Call 2-2451 for more info.
Intereeted In Frtnesa.Recreation?!
Join lha Studenl Rec Canter Programming
Board. The nent meeting is Thursday, February 4th, 4:00 pm al lha Student Rec Canter.
For more infornaDon call 2-7482

Phi Mu • Twm. - Phi Mu
Stacy A Andrea.
Just want to uy your, both AWESOME
Good luck this wmiwI
Low, Your Big, Dawn
PSYCHIC

FAIRE * ETHNIC MARKET
PLACE
African, Guatemalan, Indian, Dead Heed, and
Metaphysical good T«rol Prtmi.lry. relationship readinga and more Feb 14 el Ho»ley Lodge. We) Wooeler 11-6. Must see 10
be bevel
RELATIONSHIP OROOPIH
Did you grow up In en alcoholic substance
abusing home? Are you experiencing problems in a current retslionship due lo someone
else's alcohol or other drug use. II this sound.
I'ke you, . support group is now forming lo enhance communication in relationships around
these issues. Please call Sheila or Ellen al
372-2130 lor information. Deadline 2/5/93
Resume Service

IRISH CLUB
IRISH CLUB
MEETING TUES.NITE
930.104 BA
BRING DUESM
IRISH CLUB
IRISH CLUB

Special Student Package
m depth interview today, types.!
resume with computer disk tomorrow

$2495
Satisfaction Guaranteed
S72-1S4S

CINEMARK THEATRES
m

1234 N. Main St.

All Shows $3.00
after 6 p.m. with
Student ID

Save BIG on Spring Break WJI
JamaicCancun from 8449- Flood, from S130
Organize group travel F REE I
Call SUN SPLASH TOURS 1 800-426-7710
SEE IT AND UNDERSTAND
SEE "GHOST" AGAIN...THIS WEEKEND AT
7:30PM AND 1:45PM M 210 MSC. JUST
11.50! SPONSORED BY UAO'3 CAMPUS
FILMS COMMITTEE
SPEND A NKJHT OF WHOOPEE WITH
UAO'3 CAMPUS FILMS COMMITTEE (BELIEVE US, IT'S MORE EXCITING THAN IT
SOUNDS.) THIS WEEKEND ENJOY THE
ROMANITC CLASSIC "OHOST" WITH
PATRICK SWAYZE. DEMI MOORE AND
WHOOPI OOLDBER (AT 7:30PM AND
9 45PM) THEN STICK AROUND FOR THE
SEXY "EMMANUELLE II" AT MIDNIGHT.
ADMISSION IS $1.50 FOR EACH. M 210
MSC.

Monday thru Friday: shows
start at approximately 4 p.m.
Saturday & Sunday: Full Schedule
Late Shows Frl & Sat. ONLY
ALADDIN-Q
VWM al RoWi WHUr>i
SttSSun i il.ltl.lil.Ttl.iM.
U.n >.. ) II 7 1« • JO
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SPRING SREAK TRIP
P«nam.City Trip lor two
(UAO) Trans. A Hotel $250
Call Mchelle at 372 5644
Student Court Needs You
Sign up lor imervtews in 405 Student Services
Inierviews Feb 7 I a Ph 372 2060

THE BEST SPRING SREAK DEAL IN

■.a

Goto Panama City Beach FL
A full 7 nights, all rooms oceanfront
Free parties everyday Only »109
Transportation avatable
WHY PAY MORE?
Call Sood or Luke at 353-8313

Time Out Far CtfMotam
TONIGHT 1730-830
St. Thomas Mor. Pariah Center
Conversations on Catholic beliefs.

Body ol Evidence - R
taa. sas. sat. ras. sas n ias M. a I
■■>« sas. ras. sas
ComngSoon
eLaaaa
2/W3

■Shows will chango Friday . HWU

Toledo

/IP,.

Medical
G?/^
Services, faclCCr.,
Reproductive Health Care
for Women
Abortion to 17 Weeks
24 IIR PHONE SERVICE
Free Pregnancy Tests
Special Student Rates
All Services Strictly Confidential
5164 Monroe St.,
Toledo, Ohio
1-800-367-2036
885-5700

ChiropracncMMoal Assistant Sand resume
to P.O. Bos 23190. Toledo. OH 43623.
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING ■ Earn
$2.000./month . work) travel (Haw. M>>IOD, the Caribbean, etc.) Holiday, Summer and
Career employment available No experience
necessary For employment program can
I 206-634-O4M en. C5544

EASY ASSEMBLY any hours, $330 84 week,
family ol 3 earns $4417.92 monthly FREE In
formation 24 Hour Hotline 801-379-2900 Co
pyrlghnOH0294S2
EASY WOflKI EXCELLENT PAY! ASSEMBLE
PRODUCTS AT HOME. CALL TOLL FREE
1-800-467-5566 EXT 5972.
Jr. or Sr. Human Resource Mgmi major
needed for part-am. Spring/full-time Summer
employment. For more info, cell the Co-op Offio» at 372-2481
Need responsible bebyaner in my home to
take car. of 1 1/2 year old Can for interview at
354 7347.

Tired ol the snow?
Spend next semester somewhere warmor simply somewhere differenti
Don I miss the boetl
NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE
INFORMATION SESSION
Thurs .Feb 4th 1*93

RECREATIONAL SPORTS
ty»* EMPLOYEE WRING
Application, for RecreeeonaJ Sports (Field
Hous/Student Rec Center) Ml be available
Monday, February 8th beginning al 7:00 am.
limned to300

230 p.m.

SUMMER COUNSELORS ATHLETIC EXPE

Tart Room. 3rd Floor. BGSU Union
Cat 2-2451 to reserve a Mall
LAST INFORMATION SESSION UNTIL FALLI

"THE LIVING END": ENJOY THJS '1RRESPONSIILE FILM" FROM DIRECTOR
GREGG ARAKI, SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 14
AT SPM IN THE OISH FILM THEATER.
SPONSORED BY UAO'3 CAMPUS FILMS
COMMITTEE

WANTED
1 mat. roommate tor Spnng semester. Columbia Court Apt.. $175/month * al utilities Furmshed. Cat Kevin or Dan 353-1154 ASAP.

■MM

Outstanding New York Slat. COED Children's
ResKtent Camp two hour, from New York City.
Beautiful faciNDes
914-693-3037 - Camp Kermybrook. 19
Southway, Haradale. New York 10630
Summer Job. Act Nowl
Student Sprinkler Service, i. now accepting
applications for summer management poei
tions E.rn up ID 10K selling and installing
underground sprinkler systems thi. summer.
Positions available throughout OH. Ml » IN
For mor. info call (313) 663-8613
Summer |0b at Putin-Bay women's apparel
shop. Housing available Contact Anita Brown,
evenings, 1-626-6678.

FOR SALE

Housemate wanted. Non-smoker. Own room.
$150 plus uplines. Lance 655-3064
Male student needed to fill apartment.
Available now. Own bedroom

352 7365 or 353 0325

LAST LECTURE
-OR. NEIL BROWNE'
LAST LECTURE
'OH NEIL BROWNE*
Wednesday. Fab. 3
114 BA Building, 8:00 pm
LAST LECTURE
•OR. NEIL BROWNELAST LECTURE
•OR. NEIL BROWNE'

CINEMA

LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE
LE ADERSMP CONFERENCE
lMtttnH$ Today
Seasons of Change
The 13Sh Annual Leadership Contensnce
February 12-13
Be . pert of on. ol th.
largest conterenooel
LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE
LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE
ApptoaaoneAvajslMe
425 SluOerlt Service.
StgnUpTooayl

February 2,1993

Mai. sublease! needed.
Own room. LOW RENT, .tec. t phone
CalJirn at 641-53 98

HELP WANTED
1200 WOO WEEKLY
Assemble product! at horn.. Easy! No selling.
You're paid direct Futy Guaranteed FREE Intorm.aon-24 Hour Hotline. 801 -379-2900. CopynghnOH029450.
250 COUNSELORS and Instructors needed!
Private coed summer camp in Pocono Mtns .
NE Penraylvanla. Lotvkan, Bo. 234BG,
Kensworth, NJ 07033 (908) 278-0998
300 SUMMER CAMP POSITIONS available m
NY. PA. MASS > MAINE. Nnd Mia in: Tennit. WSIrSwimming. Water Ming. Sailing,
Windsurfing, Gymnastics, Equestrian, Baseball. Basketball, Soccer. Hockey. Lacrosse,
Canoeing, Fencing, Riflery, Archery, Rocketry,
Woodshop, Ceramics. Fitness, Dance, Pi.no.
Guitar, Ropes/Pioneenng, Nurses. Food Service Upper Claumen Pr.lerred. An.ne:
I 800^43-6428

1990 FORO TEMPO Pwr kxfcs. «r, auto, mint
condition, very well maintained. $6,000 retail,
asking $5,500 OBO. Call 372-4147 or
354-2137.
CHEAP1 FBI-US SEIZED
89 MERCEDES
S200
88 VW
«S0
87 MERCEDES
1100
65 MUSTANG
.ISO
Choose from thousands starting $50
FREE lnformaion-24 Hour Hotline.
801-3792929 Copyright SOH029410

CarvarrCrwin Vaga Starao System
Preemplifier-Amplifler-5 CD changer.
Call Jo. at 353-0229 for Information.
Graphic calculator. Case FX-7000G Owner
manuals A cover nduded Never used $65.
Sun lamp. Spent Tanmaswr, Boor modal, new
butj.barsry used. $75. 872-2115.

Houses lor Rent
12 mo laes.s - May or Aug
Tenant pays utilities -1 mo dep.
730 I m. 2 bdrm , $360n\4*y.
734 Elm.. 4 bdrm.. 2 bath. $700/Aug.
217 S. College, 3 bdrm., $SS07Aug.
233 W. Merry. 4 bdrm., with loft. eSSO/Aug.
128 Manvill., 5 bdrm., 2 bath. $750/Aug.
Call after 5pm ONLY 352 2330

Large king-size wsurbed.
W.veteu.t2M.
Can 354-4407. Tom
Houses, 1 A 2 bdrm. apt..
9 month, year and summer ktases.
Cancun. $429: Dertena. $149: Panama CNy,
$119. Soring Break trips going fast Call Joe for
resv 353-2228.

352 7454

Imagm. you and 5 Mends n 1 houe>. 1 112
bdrm., kichen. bath. LR up. 2 bdrm., bath,
kitchen. LR down 354-7257.

FOR RENT
I bedroom house and 1 bedroom apartment
128 S. Summit for Summer 1993 and 93-94
school year 1-267-3341.
12month leases starting May 15,1993
420 S. College - 3 Br. House $585 . urj
525 Manvill. ■ 3 Br House $550 . uW
530 Manvill. • 3 Br. House $400 * util
605 Fifth Apt. A - 4 Br. $600 ♦ util.
609 Fifth St. - 2 Br. Hous. $460 t util
1204 E. Woos»r - 2 Br. Duplex $450 . uU.
1204 1(2 E Wooster
2Br Duple. $480 . util.
262 1/2 Troup St. -2 Br. Duplex $360 » util
Steve Smith -3528917
850 Scott Hamilton
Modern furnished. 2 bdrm. apt. for 4 people
max. 2 blocks from campus. Laundry facil
A/C. Water and sewer incfud. No pets. 2
reserved parking places. 9 mo leas., $650 per
mo., 12 mo. lease $595 per month. Available
May re 267 3233 or 287 4255 after 6pm

John Newlove Real Estat.
3igE WoosterSl
(across from T.co Bell)
Summer A Fall Rentals
Over 500 unit, with super location..
Call 3542260.
Male student needed to till apartment
Available now. Own bedroom

352-7365 or 3530325

Need 1 roommate to sublsaa. apt ml large
rxivaw bedroom. $17Q(rrio.Cal 354-7480.
Now leasing 1.2. A3 bedroom apartments and
houses for Fall '93 Yes, we do alow pets'
354JJ800
RE. Management
"Quality Off-Campus Housing"
113 Railroad Si.
(nexttoKmko's)
382-9302
Slop m for. complete
Summer A Fall Housng Ustl

APARTMENTS
601 THIRD
Grads 12 month lease
704 FIFTH
9 mo . 12 mo., & summer leases
710 SEVENTH
12 month leases

352-3445
Special Spring Rates
Carty Rentals 352 7365
Apt. 23,4 students
House. 6,7.8.9 students
6 Dd'm apta - 6 students
Rental office located 316 E Merry «
All near campus.

Spring semester leases.
2 blocks away, pool, clubhous.
Village Green Apartments
354-3533

GEORGETOWN MANOR APTS
800 THIRD ST
NOW RENTING FOR 1993-94. 2-BR A 1BR
UNITS WEI 1 MAINTAINED, FULLY FURNISHED SCHOOL YEAR AND 12 MO.
LEASES REASONABLE RATES. ALL UTllTIES INCLUDED. ACT EARLY. PHONE
3S2IBB9

Sublease available' 835 4th St., 5 b! tr. camp.,
hi. fum, krtoh/stv/frid/sew. carpet, air cond.,
off str, park., laundry lac in house, free cable,
2 bed', 2 baffv, you'll share app with 1 lam,
smok or nonsmok, rent 180(month Avail: now
unll May or Aug. (renewable). Call 353-7174,
Hans or leave mesMge.

Clip

HOWARD'S iq

JL.

2I0 N. MAIN

4I9-352-995I
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FEBRUARY
FRIDAY

SATURDAY

ASSEMBLERS: E.cellent income to «sa.n*le
products al horn*. Info 1 -504646-1700 DEPT.
OH 6255.
Attention Business students and entrepreneur
studenl work, painting i. currently hiring saltmotlveMd students ID fill summer mngmt post
lions Work m home town this summer while
earning 16.0004,000 and gaining business
Knowledge Contact Paul Evan, for more info.
(614)538-7665.
CRUtSESI«P/M$)OPrrS/ALASKA|Oosi
$1200-$8000 MCH Summer! Career!
Guide. Casns. NewMervioal
(•18)822-2221 EB. 2.
Cusiomer Sales/Service
M2Sa>«art
Work FT or PT 10-40 hrs Avk FI.I schedule
around dasses Start at entry level wr career
advancement available No door-lo-door or
telemarketing No e.p needed College schol
a/ships awarded. Interview at main office and
work kxaly. Application inlo -418-321 -5365
Earn $10 per hour in your spare bme working
on campus Contact Paul Evan. (814)
538-7665

^EBSEBSEBSEEBKEBSEBSBBSEBTEBSEB
ARE YOU A: * EDUCATION MAJOR?
* PSYCHOLOGY
* SOCIAL WORK
* BUSINESS
* JOURNALISM
*IPCO
* PUBLIC RELATIONS
* OTHER

5
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Stud tuts Togtthar Educating Peers

STEP 1 is a peer education team. Members are
trained to inform the BGSU community about
chemical health.

aObWAUETl
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19

16th

20

Mmn
Reminder: Spring Break is almost here!!

